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PASCO: STRUCTURAL PANEL ANALYSIS AND SIZING
CODE t USER'S MANUAL
Melvin S. Anderson, W. Jefferson Stroud,
Barbara J. Durling, and _atherine W. Hennessy
SUMMARY
A computez code denoted PASCO is described. Buckling and
vibration analyses are carried out with a linked-plate analysis
computer code denoted VIPASA, which is included in PASCO. Sizing
is based on nonlinear mathematical programming techniques and
employs a computer code denoted CONMIN, also included in PASCO. _
i"
Design requirements considered are initial buckling, material
strength, stiffness, and vibration frequency. The report serves
as a user's manual for PASCO.
INTRODUCTION
This report serves as a user's manual for a computer code
denoted PASCO - Panel Analysis and Sizing COde. The code can be
used to analyze and size prismatic structures having an arbitrary
cross section. Its primary focus is stiffened panels made of
laminated orthotropic materials. This tool is of particular value
in analyzing and sizing filamentary composite structures.
The capability of PASCO and the approach used in the
i
• structural analysis and sizing are described in reference i. When
used in the analysis mode, PASCO calculates laminate stiffnesses,
lamina stresses and strains (including the effect of temperature
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Jand panel bending), buckling loads, vibration frequencies, and _
overall panel stiffness. When use _ in the sizing mode, PASCO
adjusts sizing variables to provide a low-mass panel design that
carries a set of specified loadings without exceeding buckling or
material strength allowables and that meets other design require-
ments such as upper and lower bounds on sizing variables, upper
and lower bounds on overall bending, extensional and shear stiff-
nesses, an_ lower bounds on vibration frequencies.
The report begins with a discussion of structural modeling
with PASCO. Plotting is then discussed briefly. Computer program
definitions (including input and output) and organization are then iI
presented. Finally, several illustrative examples are presented.
MODELING WITH PASCO
The modeling approach used in PASCO is basically the same as
that used in VIPASA (refs. 2 to 4). Although emphasis is placed
on flat panels having several identical bays the only restriction
on configuration is that the structure is assumed to be prismatic
(fig. i). In addition, it is assumed that loads and temperatures
do not vary along the length of the panel. Input is in NAMELIST
format.
The general procedure for setting up a problem is as follows:
(i) Identify a repeating element of the structure.
(2) Associate with each flat plate element a unique number
I and corresponding width B(I). (Curved segments may be modeled
with several flat elements.)
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Figure i.- Typical prismatic structures that can be
analyzed and sized with PASCO.
(3) Associate with each unique ply a number J. A ply is
described by the following four input quantities: thickness,
?(J); ply angle, THET(J); material, MAT(J,L); and temperature,
TEM(J,L). (Temperature and material properties may be different
for each load case L.)
(4) Identify each unique combination of plies that form a
wall. The stacking sequence for a wall is prescribed with the
input quantity KWALL(K,IW).
(5) Specify wall for each plate element by using input
quantity IWALL.
(6) Specify properties of each material in namelist MATE_.
(7) Create the geometry of the repeating element through
HCARD input.
(8) Specify number of bays with the input quantity NOBAY.
(9) Define the loading on the panel: NX(L), NXY(L), NY(L),
MX(L), PRESS(L).
;} 3
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(i0) Define the overall bow on the panel: ECC(L).
(ii) Define the frequency requirement: FREQ(L). _
(12) Sizing variables are B(I), T(J), and THET(J). Specify
active sizing variables by inputting B, T, and THET as negative
numbers.
(13) Specify nttmber of sizing cycles with the input quantity
MAXJJJ. (MAXJJJ = 0 gives analysis only.)
The above constitutes the minimum input required to handle a large
number of cases.
A complete set of input data and definitions is given in the
section entitled COMPUTER PROGRAM DEFINITIONS AND ORGANIZATION. _.
Much of the input is optional to give more flexibility to the user.
Input that is essential is identified with an asterisk on the left
side of the page in the section entitled Input. It is recommended
that in the early stages of using the program, only essential
input data be used to run problems. Such an approach requires
only the thirteen basic steps listed above.
Several aspects of modeling, including the input quantities
KWALL, IWALL, HCARD, and ICARD, and two types of linking are
discussed in the following sections.
Basic Definitions
Plate.- Each flat element defined by a width B(I) and
associated wall IWALL(I) is defined as plate I. There are
four degrees of freedom at each edge (three displacements u, v,
j 4
w
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w, and a rotation 8), so that an eight-by-eight stiffness matrix
describes the structural characteristics of the Flate.
Substructures.- Substructuring is used to increase the
efficiency of the analysis and to simplify the modeling of
• complicated configurations. Substructures are created with HCARD ;
input, which is discussed in subsequent sections and illustrated
• with several examples in the final section of this report. Two
types of substructures can be created: doubly-connected sub-
structures and singly-connected substructures.
• Double-connected substructure - A doubly-connected sub-
structure is any assembly of plates and substructures with internal
degrees of freedom removed and with only a beginning and final
node. A plate is a special case of a doubly-connected substructure.
Since a doubly-connected substructure has two nodes, its response
is governed by an eight-by-ezght stiffness matrix. Plates and
doubly-connected substructures are numbered 1 to 120 and ha_e an
initial edge and a final edge that must be properly accounted for
when assembling the final structure. ?_e original orientation of
a plate is horizontal wit]_ the initial edge on the left.
• Singly-connected substructure - If boundary conditions are
known at one edge of a substructure, those degrees of freedom may
be removed and only a four-by-four stiffness matrix is required.
Such a substructure is denoted a singly-connected substructure.
• It is essential to understand that the degrees of freedom on the
initial edge are the ones removed and that only the final edge is
5
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available for attachment to other nodes. Singly-connected
substructures are identified by numbers 121 to 899.
KWALL and IWALL Input
The input quantity KWAL_.(K,IW) is a sequence of integers
indicating the stacking sequence for wall number IW. The
sequence begins with the outside layer. Since all walls in PASCO
are symmetric, only one-half the wall is specified. Each integer
is a ply number which defines a thickness, orientation angle,
temperature, and material. A layer with a negative orientation
angle is specified with a negative integer. For example:
KWALL(I,3) = 5, -5, 2,
means that wall number 3 has a stacking sequence of J
(THET(5), - THET(5), THET(2))
s
with associated thicknesses
(T(5), T(5), T(2))
s
temperatures
(TEM(5,L), TEM(5,L), TEM(2,L)) s
and materials
(MAT(5,L), MAT(S,L), MAT (2,L)) 8
where L is the load case number.
6
i
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The input quantit7 IWALL(I) is a sequence of integers indicat-
ing the wall number for plate element I. For example, assume
that a stiffened panel is modeled with 7 plate elements having a
total of 3 unique wall constructions. Assume that the pertinent
input data are i
° KWALL(I,I) = I, -i, 2, 4,
KWALL(I,2) = 3, 6,
KWALL(I,3) = 5, -5, 2,
IWALL(I) = i, I, 2, i, 3, i, 2,
The three KWALL vectors define the three unique walls. The IWALL
vector means that plate elements i, 2, 4, and 6 have wall i; plate
elements 3 and 7 have wall 2; and plate element 5 has wall 3.
Specifying only the unique walls with KWALL and IWALL
decreases storage requirements and run time.
Boundary Conditions
As explained in reference i, various boundary conditions can
be specified on the lateral edges of a stiffened panel, but
boundary conditions cannot be specified on the ends of a panel.
The simplest way to apply boundary condition_! on the lateral
edges of a stiffened panel is to use the input quantity IBC. The
boundary conditions available with IBC are presented in table i.
When IBC is used, the same boundary conditions are applied to
both the initial edge and the final edge of the panel.
7
¢
¢
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TABLE I.- BUCKLING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON LATERAL EDGES
OF PANEL PRESCRIBED BY IBC _
............ i
I
IBC goundary Condition Restraint on rotation
Name and displacement
i
0 Free 0, w, v, u are unrestrained
1 Simple Support 0 and v are unrestrained,
w = u = 0 (±909,0900)
2 Symmetry w and u are unrestrained,
f : v = 0 (±990,9000)
3 Clamped 0 = w = v = u = 0 (±999,9900)
If IBC input is inadequate, HCARD or ICARD input can be used
to prescribe boundary conditions at any node. Boundary conditions
are entered with two integers as ±9XX,XX00 where the four X's
i
indicate restraint against (i) rotation 0, (2) displacement w,
(3) displacement v, and (4) displacement u, respectively.
The displacements u, v, and w are in the overall panel
coordinate system shown in figure 2. An X = 0 means no restraint,
and an X = 9 means an infinite restraint. See examples in
Table i. Without any specification the node is unrestrained,
whlch corresponds to a free edge boundary condition. It is,
therefore, not necessary to specify a free edge by making all X_s
equal to 0. In fact, such a specification causes a program
error.
Examples presented in the sections entitled HCARD Input and
ICARD Input illustrate how boundary conditions can be applied.
8
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//x u
' Z,w "
Figure 2.- Axes and displacements in overall panel
coordinate system.
HCARD Input
Whereas KWALL and IWALL input are used to specify the wall
construction for each plate element, HCARD input is used to
m_nipulate these plate elements to create the geometry of the cross
section. If ICARD input is used, all substructures used in
ICARD input must be defined by HCA_9 input.
The HCARD input is a continuous vector of integers that
are separated into groups, or sequences, that correspond in meaning
very closely to the original HCARD input to VIPASA (ref. 3). In
VIPASA, each sequence is on a separate card.
With HCARD input, new plates or substructures can be defined
from those pzeviously generated by (I) rotating a previously
defined plate or substructure, (2) offsetting nodes associated with
initial and final edges of a previously defined nlate or substruc-
t'
i ture, and (3) joining previously defined plates or substructures.
Denote the numbers on an HCARD sequence by iI, ti 2, ±i 3,
. . . ±i n. Then
9
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iI Nun_er of additional numbers in the sequence
i2 Number of plate or substructure being generated.
i3 N_ber of previously defined plate or substructure
that is being modified or joined to another plate
s
or substructure.
i n > 3. Additional instructions involving rotation
n
of el_,c_i_s, offsets, joining a series of plate
elements or substructures, and boundary conditions.
These topics are discussed in the following
sections.
It is essential that the last HCARD sequen=e generate the geometry
of the repeating element.
Rotation.- If the orientation of a plate appearing in the
final structure is not horizontal with initial edge on the left,
it must be rotated to its final position. Rotation is accomplish-
ed by the sequence
HCARD = 4, -i 2, i3, ±i 4, ±i5, (I)
where the initial integer 4 means there are 4 more integers
,_aking up the sequence, and i. are all positive integers. A3
new plate or substructure number i2 is generated by rotating
plate or substructure i3 through the angle which is defined by
i4 and i5.
i
i If i4 Is greater than 50, 8 is given as in VIPASA by
_i 5
8 = ±i 4 x I0 (2)
I0
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For example, HCAP_ = 4, -5, l, 90, 0, means rotate element 1
by +90 ° and rename it element 5. 'fhis example is shown in
t
figure 3. As another example, HCARD = 4, -6, 3, 450, -i, means
'" rotate element 3 by +45 ° and rename it element 6.
--y e" 4 _I--_ ----
! -
l ;
--_ Z
HCARO" 4, -5, 1, 90, O,
Figure 3.- Rotation with HCARD input. Arrow points
: from initial edae of plate element to final edge.
If i4 is not greater than 50, 8 is given by
B c°s- 1 +B (i4)= + 180°6 (3)
±B(i 5)
_ -i -+B(i4)
where the angle defined by cos i5 between 00 and 180 ° ,
-+B(i5)
and
6 = 0 "f sign before i4 is positive,m
' _ = 1 if sign before i4 is negative.
For example, HCARD = 4, -13, i0, -5, 8, means rotate element I0
by the angle
1982012689-014
-i -B(5) _
8 = cos B(8) + 180°
and rename it element 13.
z
Nodes.- The junction or attachment points of plate elements
and substructures are called nodes. In addition, boundary condi-
tions are applied at nodes, and plots of buckle mode shapes are
based on deflections and rotations at nodes. When first defined,
each n]a_ p]_m_n+ _=_ +,.,_nodes--one node at the initial edge
and one node at the final edge of the plate element. These two
nodes are indicated by the solid circular symbols at the edges of
the plate elements in figure 3. Nodes also exist at the initial
and final edges of a doubly-connected substructure and at the
final edge of a singly-connected substructure.
Nodes can be moved from the edaes of plate elements and
substructures, and they can be eliminated. Moving a node from
the edges of plate elements and substructures is referred to as
offsetting the nodes. Offsetting is discussed in the next
section. Nodes are eliminated by making a plate or substructure
part of a larger substructure. Eliminating nodes is discussed
in a subsequent section entitled Joining plates or substructures.
Offsets.- Conventional modeling, where plate element center-
lines are connected, results in overlapping areas or missing
areas. Offsetting nodes from the edges of plates provides a more
accurate model of the intersection of two or more plates. Also,
offsets allow unsymmetric laminates to be created by stacking
; symmetric laminates. See, for example, figure 7.
12
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The nodes of a plate or substructure i3 can be displaced
from its end points to create a new plate i 2 by the following
sequence.
HCARD = 6, -i 2, -i 3, _+i4, _+i5, ±i6, ±i7, (4)
The offsets in the y and z direction at the in:.tial edge are
±T(i4), and ±T(i5), respectively, and for the final edge are
±T(i 6) and ±T(i7), respectively. The sign convention is such
that if the y-z coordinate system is placed at the center of the
plate edge, the coordinates of the node are the proper values of
the offsets.
For example,
HCARD = 6, -8, -i, -5, 0, -6, 7,
creates a new plate 8 from old plate 1 with the offsets shown in
figure 4. Note that the integer zero produces a zero offset.
l ___h__8_i
----_---_ Y _ ' : I
Z
HCARO• 6, -8, -l, -5, O, -6, ?,
, Figure 4.- Offsetting nodes with HCARD input. Arrow points from
initial edge of plate element to final edge.
i 13
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The procedure used to offset the nodes at the edqes of a
doubly-connected substructure composed of many plate elements is
the same as that used for the single plate element shown in
figure 4. For a singly-connected plate or substructure, the only
e
node is located at the final edce. Offsets for that node are
defined by ±i 4 and ±i 5, no__tt ±i 6 and ±i 7, although entries
for i6 and i7 must be included in the sequence.
Joining plates or substructures.- Joining plates or sub-
structures means taking previously defined plates and substructures
and joining them to create the desired cross section. As explained
earlier, plate elements and substructures are joined at the nodes
associated with the edaes of the plate elements and substructures.
For example, if plate elements and substructures are defined as
shown in figure 5(a), they can be joined to form the cross section
shown in Fiqure 5(b). Nodes are shown at the edges of each plate
element and substructure. Arrows point from the initial edqe to
the final edae of each plate _,lement or substructure.
Whereas HCARD input specifying rotations or offsets requires
a specific format (eqs. (i) and (4)), HCARD input which specifies
the joining of plate elements or substructures is relatively
flexible in its format. The general format is
HCARD = iI, i2, i 3, ±i 4, ±i 5, . . (5)
where i2 and i3 are positive. The rules for using HCARD input
to join plates and substructures are stated briefly in the
14
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' (a) Componentplateelementsand substructures
1 2 3 7 8 q
m i
t
(hi Compo_ntsjoinedto form_sl_d cross_ion
Figure 5.- Plates and substructures joined to form !
cross section of prismatic structure.
following paragraphs and are explained or illustrated in
subsequent examples.
If equation (5) is used to create a doubly-connected sub-
structure, the integer i2 is 1 to 120. If equation (5) is
used to create a singly-connected substructure, the integer i2
is 121 to 899.
Only substructures having nodes that form a simple chain can
be constructed with HCARD input. A simple chain is a simple path
' that connects all the nodes.
All substructures have nodes temporarily numbered i, 2,
3, ..., Nv. In the HCARD sequence given by equation (5), the
15
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entry i3 is the number of the first plate or doubly connected
substructure that connects nodes i and 2. If additional plates or
substructures attach at node 1 or if it is desired to apply a
boundary condition at node I, then these additional plates or sub-
0
structures or these boundary cenditions are all entered using
negative signs--in any order. If the additional substructure is a
doubly-connected substructure, it is mandatory that its geometry be
such that its final node coincide with node 2 as defined by the
entry i3. If the geometry is not compatible, the program still _,
executes, but the results are incorrect. In this case, if the
plotting option is exercised, a nonfatal diagnostic is printed.
Boundary conditions are entered as -9XX,XX00 where X's indicate
restraint against rotation 0 and displacements w, v, u, respectively.
An X = 0 means no restraint and X = 9 is an infinite
restraint.
After all elements connecting nodes 1 and 2 and boundary
conditions and singly-connected substructures at node 1 are
accounted for, the next number in the sequence is positive,
indicating a plate or substructure connecting nodes 2 and 3.
Again, additional negative numbers indicate other connections or
boundary conditions at node 2.
This process is repeated until the substructure is described.
There is a limit of 20 integers allowed in any given sequence.
J
If more integers are required, an intermediate substructure can be
defined and used to start a new sequence.
16
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If a singly-connecteU substructure or a boundary condition
is at the last node (Nv) enter a zero then the substructure or _
boundary condition preceded by a negative sign.
For singly-connected substructures, Nv must be greater
than one, and for doubly-connected substructures, Nv must be
greater than two. A diagnostic in the program is printed if this
rule is violated.
Examples are now used to illustrate and explain the rules
just discussed. In the examples presented in figure 6, four
substructures are created from plate elements 1 to 6. Plate
elements (or substructures) 5 and 6 were created earlier from
plate element 1 by HCARD rotation similar to that illustrated in
figure 3. The arrows on the plates and substructures point from
the initial edge to the final edge. The nodes shown in the four
examples in figure 6 indicate the nodes remaining after each
substructure is created. Interior nodes are eliminated in HCARD
modeling.
In the first example in figure 6, HCARD = 2, 121, 5,
plate element 5 is changed from a doubly-connected substructure
to a singly-connected substructure d_ _oted 121. The bottom node is
eliminated because £he unattached _ e of a slngly-connected
substructure must be the initial edge of that substructure.
In the second example, HCARD = 4, 7, 6, 4, 5, the initiall.
edge of plate element 4 is Joined to the final edge of plate
element 6, and the initial edge of plate element 5 is Joined to the
final edge of plate element 4. The resultina substructure
17
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I!
4
EXAMPLE! HCARD-2, 121,5, 5 SINGLY-CONNECTEDSUBSTRUCTURE121
EXAMPLE2 HCARO- 4, ?, 6, 4, 5, 6 5 DOUBLY-CONNECTEDSUBSTRUCTUREl
4
1 2
I
EXAMPIF3 HCARD- 4, 8, 1,?, -]21, I ]21
DOUBLY-CONNECTEDSUBSTRUCTURE8
! I
EXAMPLE4 HCARD• 5, 9, 1,2, -7, 3, I I DOU_cY-CONNECTEDSUBSTRUCTURE97I I
Figure 6.- Four examples of HCARD input used to join
plate elements and substructures.
is denoted 7. As shown in the figure, interior nodes are
eliminated in substructure 7. Substructure 7 is a doubly-
connected substructure.
The third example, HCARD = 4, 8, i, 2, -121, illustrates how
two substructures can attach at the same node when one of the
substructures is singly connected. The initial edae of plate
18
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?element 2 is attached at the final edge of plate element I. To
attach a second substructure, here denoted 121, at the flnal edge
of plate element 1, enter the substructure number with a minus
sign. To attach additional singly- or doubly-connected sub-
structures at the final edge of plate element 1, enter each
additional substructure number with a minus _ign.
P
The fourth example, HCARD = 5, 9, 1, 2, -7, 3, illustrates
how two doubly-connected substructures can attach at the same two
nodes. The initial edge of plate element 2 (a doubly-connected
substructure) is attached at the final edge of plate element 1.
To attach a second doubly-connected substructure, here denoted 7,
at the final edge of plate element i, enter that substructure
number with a minus sign. The minus sign before the 7 indicates
that a second doubly-connected substructure, here denoted 7, is
also attached at the final edge of plate element i. In this
example, the rule requiring a simple chain of nodes means that
doubly_connected substructure 7 must reattach at the final edge of
substructure 2. This is the reaJon that intermediate substructure
7 was created from plate elements 4, 5, and 6.
If a singly-connected substructure is at the last node, enter
a zero then the substructure number preceded by a negative sign.
A more complex example which illustrates this modeling rule is
presented in figure 7. The nodes for plate element 22 have been
• offset by one-half the sum of the thicknesses of plate elements 13
and 22. Although plate elements 13 and 22 must have symmetric
laminates, the combination of plate elements 13 and 22 need not
19
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r4 4
I
B
(a) PREVIOUSLYDEFINEDPLATESANDSUBSTRUCTURES
lB
i't]2 2'1 124
(b) SUBSTRUCTURECREATEDWITH
HCARD- ]3.23. 2. -121. 5. -]22. -123.6. -_. -21. ]3. -22. O. -124,
Figure 7.- Example of HCARD input used to create
complex substructure.
produce a symmetric laminate. The two nodes shown in figure 7(b)
indicate the nodes remaini.tg after doubly-connected substructure 23
is created.
Three examples illustrate how boundary conditions can be
applied with HCARD input. In figure 8 the HCARD input
HCARD = 8, 3, i, -909, 0900, 2, 0, -909, 0900,
places simple support boundary conditions at the node associated
with the inltiel edqe of plate element i and at the node associated
with the final edqe of plate element 2. The entry 0 after
20
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! 2
HCARD -8,3,1, 409,OgO0,2,O,409,OgO0,
3
SS ,_ _ SS
Figure 8.- Example of simple support boundary conditions
applied with HCARD input.
the 2 moves the second boundary condition to the final edae
of plate element 2.
In figure 9, the HCARD input _
HCARD = 4, 121, 5 -900, 9900,
J
4. 6, i, 2, -121,
places simple support boundary conditions at the tip of the blade.
Note the difference between the -909, 0900 in figure 8 and the
-900, 9900 in figure 9. The displacements w and v are in the
z and y directions associated with the overall structure. To
get a simple support boundary condition at the tip of the blade in
figure 9, the v and w restraints had to be reversed from
those specified in figure 8.
In figure 10, the HCARD input
HCARD = 2, 121, 5,
7, 6, I, 2, -999, 9900, 3, -.121,
21
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&
l 2
TI5
HCARD- 4,121.5,-gCO,9gO0.
4,6,I,2.-]21.
6
Figure 9.- Example of simple-support boundary condition
applied at tip of blade with HCARD input.
I ? 3
HCARD-2, ]21, 5,
l,6. 1, 2, -W9, 9gO0,3, -121.
6
c Mo/ I
Figure 10.- Example of HCARD input used to apply
boundary condition at interior node.
places clamped boundary conditions at the interior node associated
with the initial edqe of plate element 2. All other edaes are
free.
Finally, there is a rule which requires that there be at
least three nodes in a doubly-connected substructure and at
22
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least two nodes in a singly-connected substructure prior to the
elimination of any node for that HCARD sequence. For example,
HCARD = 2, 3, i,
is n_ot legitimate because there are only two nodes, and
HCARD = 2, 122, ""
is no___tlegitimate because singly-connected substructure 121 has
only one node when it is used in this HCARD sequence. Also,
HCARD = 3, 9, 2, -7,
is not legitimate because substructures 2 and 7 connect the same
two nodes. A diagnostic detects this input error.
Reuse of plate and substructure numbers.- In preparing HCARD
input, the safest practice is to define new plates and sub-
structures with numbers not previously used. However, numbers
can be reused to save storage. Also, for very large problems,
it might be necessary to reuse numbers to keep the element
numbers within the maximum number of 120. Element numbers can be
reused if certain rules are followed. When a new plate or sub-
structure is defined with a number that has been previously used,
the stiffness matrix for the first plate or substructure is
destroyed so it is not available for further use. It is not
' permissible to define a rotated plate or substructure with the
same number as the original plate. However, for offsets and
joining together of plates, the new plate may have the same number
23
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as one of the plates from which it is constr_cted. Finally,
additional caution is required when using nl_nbers that are not
greater than the number of plate widths B(I) input. Original
plate numbers may be redefined internally to increase the
efficiency of the VIPASA analysis. If any of these numbers ale
used for new substructures, a careful ,': "k of the HCARD data
that VIPASA uses (which may be different from that input) should
be made to see if the geometry is correctly defined. Plots
showing the repeatina element and total structure greatly
facilitate this check.
ICARD Input
In most cases hCARD input is sufficient t°" model structures
being analyzed and/or sized with PASCO. iCARD input is used only
when structures cannot be modeled with HCARD input or when a more
detailed mode shape plot is desired. (Mode shape plots are based
on displacement and rotation at nodes, and HCARD modeling
eliminates interior nodes in a repeating element.) Even when
ICARD input is not used, ICARD data are generated internally and
are used by VIPASA.
ICARD input is used to assemble the final structure from
plates and substructures created by HCARD input. ICARD input is
similar to HCARD input in that it consists of one contin_,ous
vector of integers grouped in sequences. Each sequence of
integers is treated separate y.
24
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If a sequence of integers is denoted
ICARD = il, i2, i3, . .in+2, (6)
then
' iI Number of additional numbers in the sequence.
i2 Node number. One sequence must be prepared for
each node connected to a higher numbered node or
_ having a prescribed boundary conditlon.
i3 Node number (must be greater than i2) that is
connected to i2.
i4 Plate or substructure that connects the two nodes.
Recall that each plate or substructure has an
initial and final edge and it is essential that the
initial edge be connected to a lower node number
than the final edge.
i5-i n Additional pairs of numbers, the first being the
number of the node which is connected to i2, and
the second being the number of the plate or
substructure making the connection. Note, if
more than one element connects the two nodes, the
higher numbered node number will be repeated.
in+ 1 Boundary conditions or the number of a singly-
connected substructure at node i2 preceded by a
minus sign. Notation for boundary conditions is
the same as in the HCARD (±9XX,XXOO). I
in+ 2 Additional singly-connected substructures or a 1
boundary condition, all entered as positive. !
An example which illustrates ICARD input is presented in '
figure Ii. The ICARD input is given by
• |
ICARD = 5, i, 2, i, -909, 0900,
3, 2, 3, 2,
3, 3, 4, 3,
3, 4, 5, 4,
3, 5, -909, 0900,
25
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ICARD= 5,1, 2,I, -gOg,0gO0,
3,2,3,2.
3,3,4.3,
3,4,5,4,
3,5.-9O9.0900,
Figure ii.- Example of ICARD input, including
input prescribing boundary conditions.
In the first sequence of integers, node 1 is connected to node 2
: with plate element i, and a boundary condition Js imposed at
node i. In the second sequence of integers, node 2 is connected
to node 3 by plate element 2. In the fifth sequence of integers,
a boundary condition is imposed at node 5. In each case, the
plate elements could have been substructures created with HCARD
input.
For the analysis, the order of the ICARD input is immaterial;
however, to obtain geometry and plotting, it is necessary that at
least one node number used in any sequence after the first must
have been used in an earlier sequence.
When ICARD input is used, it is still necessary to define a
repeating element with HCARD input in order to obtain the proper
load distribution and to obtain necessary data for panel stiffness-
es and plate centroid locations that are used in analyses involving
bending loads. It is also necessary to define the boundary
26
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conditions with ICARD input (±9XX,XXOO), because the IBC parameter
is not used when ICARD input is used.
The rules for ICARD input in PASCO are the same as the rules
for ICARD input in VIPASA (refs. 2 to 4) with the additional
Q
capability of having to input only one repeating element of a
repetitive structure. The input quantity ICREP takes the
structure defined by ICARD input and repeats it ICREP times.
(See section entitled NOSUB, NOBAY, and ICREP Input for specific
input requirements.)
An example which illustrates ICARD input combined with HCARD
input, boundary conditions, and ICREP is presented in figure 12.
The plate element components and the nodes are identified at the
top of the figure. (Plate elements 2, 4, 7, 9, and ii are
assumed to have been rotated with previous HCARD input to
produce plate elements 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, respectively.)
The repeating element, substructure 21, is first modeled with
HCARD input. ICARD input is then used to provide detailed
plotting. To retain nodes 3, 4, 6, 9, and i0, basic plate
elements are used rather than substructures 19, 20 and 121
created by HCARD input. Bounuary conditions are imposed with
ICARD input at nodes 1 and 12 of the repeating element. The
t
i input ICREP = 2 creates the final structure shown dt the bottom
of the figure. In the final structure, there are two repeating
elements, and the boundary conditions at node 12 are shifted
to the final edge of the panel. In this example, all nodes are
retained in the final structure.
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HCARD- 4. 19. 14. 3. 15.
4, 20. 17. I0, 18,
2. 121.16.
I0. 21. I. 5. -19. 6. 8. -121.12. -20. B,
ICARD- 5. I. 2. I. -909. ogo0.
5,2, i 5, A 14,
3, 3, 4, 3,
3,4,5,15,
3, 5, 7, 6,
3.6,7,16,
3,7,8,8,
5, 8, II, 12, 9, 17,
3.£ . tO.
3, I0. ii. 18,
3o II, 12, 13,
3, 12, -gO9,OgO0,
ICREP- 2,
ss ss
FINALSTRUCTURE
Figure 12.- Example of ICARD input, including HCARD and
ICREP input and boundary conditions.
Whereas only structures and substructures having nodes that
form a simple chain can be modeled with HCARD input, that
restriction is not imposed on structures modeled with ICARD input, t
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In the example presented in figure 12, the nodal path 2, 3, 4, 5
and the nodal path 2, 5 produce a double chain that cannot be
modeled with HCARD input. To model the structure with HCARD input,
intermediate substructure 19 was created. In doing so, nodes 3
and 4 were eliminated. Nodes 3, 4, 6: 9, and i0 can be retained
only with ICARD input. Examples which illustrate complex modeling
with ICARD input are presented in a subsequent section entitled
EXAMPLES.
NOSUB, NOBAY, and ICREP Input
The input quantities NOSUB, NOBAY, and ICREP are used to
replicate a repeating element generated by HCARD and/or ICARD
input.
HCARD requirements.- After creating a repeating element with
HCARD input, an entire stiffened panel can be generated with the
input NOSUB and NOBAY. The number of repeating elements in a
i major substructure is equal to 2 (NOSUB-I) , and the m_ber of
major substructures in the final structure is equal to NOBAY
t
i The parameter ICREP is not used when the repeating element is
created only with HCARD input.
i Assume that a repeating element with 1 stiffener has been
}
defined with HCARD inFut. Also assume that a 16-stiffener panel
is desired. The following combinations of NOSUB and NOBAY
produce the 16-stiffener panel.
29
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?NOSUB NOBAY
1 16 _
2 8
3 4
4 2
5 1
As a rule of thumb, a combination of NOSUB and NOBAY in which
NOSUB and NOBAY are nearly equal is recommended for initial
studies of a structure. The most efficient combination depends
upon the structure. If a 15-stiffener panel is desired, the
only combination is NOSUB = i, NOBAY = 15. %_
If NOSUB and NOBAY input are used and if boundary conditions
are specified with HCARD input (-gxx,xxo0), these boundary
conditions are repeated on the corresponding node of each
repeating element in the structure. An example which illustrates
NOSUB and NOBAY input is shown in figure 13.
ICARD requirements.- After creating a repeating elemenh with
ICARD input (which also requires HCARD input), an entire stiffened
panel ca,i De generated with the input quantities ICREP and NOBAY.
The number of repeating elements in the final structure is equal
to ICREP, which must equal NOBAY. The parameter NOSUB is not
used with ICARD input.
When using ICREP with bounda_ty conditions, it is important
to note that boundary conditions may be applied with two types
of ICARD sequences, and that PASCO has been coded so that the type
3O
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I 2
: : : - T5 %
HCARD-4, ]21, 5, -_, _00,
4, 6, l, 2, -I2l,
NOSUB- 1,
NOBAY" 2_
IBC- I
I
SS Z_ L L _ SSSS SS
FINALSTRUCTURE
Figure 13.- Example showing how boundary conditions applied
with HCARD input to repeating element are repeated at
corresponding nodes of final structure and how boundary
conditions appiied with IBC input are applied only to the
lateral edges of the panel.
} of ICARD sequence chosen will determine the location of the
boundary condition. The two types of ICARD sequences are:
(i) An ICARD sequence that contains node connections as
well as boundary conditions. (For example, 5, i, 2, i,
-909, 0900, in fig. 12)
(2) An ICARD sequence that contains only boundary condi-
tions - no node connections. (For example,
' 3, 12, -909, 0900, in fig. 12)
Boundary conditions prescribed with the first type of ICARD
sequence are applied only to the first repeating element of a
replicated structure. Boundary conditions prescribed with the
31
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second type uf ICARD sequence are applied only to the last
repeating element of the replicated structure. No boundary
conditions are applied to the interior repeating elements. In
the truss-core example presented in the section entitled EXAMPLES,
boundary conditions are applied with ICARD input at more than one
node at each edge of the panel.
Linking
Linkin _ equations.- It is useful to be able to specify
relationships involving all the B, T, and THET variables in
order to define offsets, stiffener spacing, angles, and other
quantities associated with panel geometry. A set of general
linear equations relating all the variables can be input with the
parameters AB(I,N), AT(J,N), ATHET(J,N), and AC(N). The linear
equations in terms of these parameters are given by
AB(I,I)'B(I) + AT(J,I)-T(J) + ATHET (J, I) .THET (J) = AC(1)
AB(I,2).B(I) + AT(J,2).T(J) + ATHET(J,2).THET(J) = AC(2)
.m.
AB(I,N).B(I) + AT(J,N)-T(J) + ATHET(J,N)'THET(J) = AC(N)
(7)
Certain B, T, and THET variables in these linking
equations are taken to be the dependent variables. The other
B, T, and THET variables are taken to be the independent
variables. Each dependent variable is input as I.E30. A
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consistent input then has the number of linking equations equal
to the number of I.E30 input variables. If the input is not
consistent, a diagnostic message is printed.
As an example, assume that the pertinent input is
B(1) = -1.5, -1.5, 1.E30,
AB(I,I) = I., 2., I.,
AC (i) = 6.,
The associated linking equation is
B(1) + 2B(2) + B(3) = 6 (8)
The negative signs on B(1) and B(2) indicate that they are
sizing variables. Such negative signs are changed to positive
signs for the linking equations. The initial value of B(3) is
calculated by equation (8) to be 1.5. Because values of B(1)
and B(2) may vary during sizing, subsequent values of B(3)
may not be 1.5. (See discussion in example 3.)
Automatic linking.- PASCO also contains an automatic linking
feature that is applied only to plate element widths B(1) and
is available when the parameter LINK is input as i. Automatic
linking is more convenient to use and saves storage and computer
time relative to equivalent linking carried out with the linking
equations discussed above. In general, automatic linking
works in the followin_ way: After the linking equations
(eq. (7)) are applied to the variables B(1), T(J), and THET(J),
} 33
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plate elements B(I) are organized into linking groups having
the same wall construction (same IWALL) and same width B.
These linking groups are retained throughout the sizing. During
sizing, the automatic linking feature equates the widths of all
plate elements within a group to the width of the plate element
having the lowest number in the group.
For example, assume that the pertinent input data are given
by
LINK = i,
B(1) = 1.5, 3., 1.5, 1.5, 1.5,
IWALL(1) = i, 2, i, 3, i,
Plate elements I, 3, and 5 form a linking group in which B(1)
is the controlling width and B(3) and B(5) are equated to
B(1) during sizing. Element width B(4) is not part of the
linking group because IWALL(4) = 3 rather than i. If a plate
width is intended to be a controlling width, care should be taken
to insure that it has the lowest plate nun_er in the group. Fur
example, if the pertinent input were given by
LINK = i,
B(1) = 1.5, 3., -1.5, 1.5, 1.5,
IWALL(1) = i, 2, i, 3, i,
B(3) would always equal B(1) and would not act as a sizing
variable. Caution--the default value for LINK is I.
34
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If a linking group contains more than one B that is a
sizinq variable, the sizing variable _;ith the lowest plate n_mber
is retained in the linking group, and all other sizing variables
are removed from the linking group. For example, if the
pertinent input were
LINK = 1
w
B(1) = -1.5, 3., -1.5, 1.5, 1.5,
. IWALL(1) = i, 2, i, 3, I,
the final linking group would include only B(I_ and B(5),
with B(1) as the controlling width. Both B(1) and B(3)
would function as sizing variables.
Linking equations (eq. (7)) are applied to the B(I), T(J),
and THET(J) before linking groups are identified. If linking
equations cause a B(I) to be identified as part of a linking
group, and if that B(I) is not the controlling width in that
linking group, then automatic linking will override the linking
equations in subsequent calculations of that B(I}. For example,
assume th6 pertinent input were
i
LINK = i,
B(1) = -1.5, 3., I.E30, -1.5, 1.5,
IWALL = i, 2, i, 3, i,
AB(I,I) = 0., 0., -I., I.,
35
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The linking equation would be
-B(3) +B(4) = 0
With this input the user probably wanted B(3) to equal the
sizing variable B(4) throughout the sizing. However, because
the initial value of B(3) is calculated as 1.5, B(3) is
identified as being part of the linking group composed of B(1),
B(3) and B(5) with the sizing variable B(1) as the controlling
width. If the user wishes to work the sizing problem with
B(3) = B(4), the input fo_" B(4) could, for example, be changed
from -1.5 to -1.505. There are, of course, many other approaches.
i
Load Distribution
The longitudinal (Nx'z)' transverse (Ny I) , and shear (Nxy i)
loads in each plate element are automatically calculated based
on the applied loads, the geometry and stiffness distribution of
the cross section, and the modeling rules. The loads N and
Yi
N in any plate element can also be prescribed using the input
xY i
quantities FNY and FNXY.
Longitudinal load, N .- The load distribution N
x. x.
1 1
calculated by PASCO is the sum of a load distribution based on
uniform longitudinal strain of all elements in the panel cross
section and a load distribution caused by bending loads. The
resulting load distribution cannct be overridden with input.
Details of the stress analysis are presented in reference I.
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Transverse load, N .- In general, the modeling rules are
Yi
designed so that the full applied transverse load N is carried
Y
by the skin of a stiffened panel, and no part of N is carried byY
the stiffener elements. This objective is accomplished by the
following two rules that are applied automatically in the program.
(i) In a singly-connected substructure, such as a blade on a blade-
stiffened panel, N is .automatically set to zero. (2) If two
Yi
or more doubly-connected substructures join the same two nodes,
J
N of the first substructure mentioned on the appropriate HCARD
Yi
sequence is automatically set equal to the full Ny, and Ny i of
the second and subsequent substructures are automatically set equal _"
to zero. For example, if HCARD input is
J
HCARD = 5, 5, I, 2, -3, 4,
then substructures i, 2, and 4 carry the full N load, and
Y
substructure 3 carries no N load. The same structure could
Y
also be modeled with the HCARD input
HCARD = 5, 5, i, 3, -2, 4,
In this case, substructu, e 3 carries the full N load and
Y
substructure 2 carries no Ny loa4.
If these modeling rules do not provide the desired load
distribution, the transverse loads in each plate element can be
!
specified with the input quantity FNY(1). The load NY(I,L)
'I in plate element i for load case L is given by
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NY(I,L) = FNY(I) - NY(L)
in which NY(L) is the applied transverse load for load case L.
t
If FNY(I) = 0, N_(6; js calculated accoz_ing to modeling
rules. Therefore, if a zero value of NY(_) is desired for plate
element I and if the modeling rules give a nonzero value,
enter FNY(I) as a very small number.
Shear load, N .- The modeling rules in PASCO automatically
xY i
/"
specify that a singly-connected substructure carries no shear ]oad.
If two or more doubly-connected substructures join tile same two
nodes, the shear load is distributed between these doubly- _.
connected substructures according to the stiffnesses of the shear
paths. Details of the stress analysis are presented in reference i.
Just as in the case of transverse loads, the load NXY(I,L)
in plate element I fcr load case L can be specified by
NXY(I,L) = FNXY(I) • NXY(L)
where NXY(L) is the applied shear lodd for load case L. If
FNXY(I) = 0, NXY(1) is calculated according to model_ng rules.
PLOTTING
Plotting is controlled by the parameters AMP, IP, and PAGE
which are defined in a subsequent section denoted Input.
When plots are obtained, special attention should be given
to the first two plots ho verify the correctness of the model.
The first plot shows the repeating element with individual layer
38
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thicknesses and element offsets. The second plot shows the
geometry of each plate centerline for the complete structure. The
first and second plots are generated independently. The second
:_ plot, rather than the first plot, represents the geometry
' actually analyzed by VIPASA.
The smeared orthotropic stiffnesses DII and D33 are
calculated within PASCO using the same information as that used
to get,crate the plot of the repeating element. For that reason,
if DII and D33 ale to be calculated correctly and if subsequent
analyses based on DII and D33 are to be correct, it is
generally necessary for the repeating element shown on the first
plot to be correct. Analyses that use DII and D33 include
analyses involving an N loading with SHEAR _ 0, a lateral
xy
pressure loading, a bow-type initial imperfection, temperature
with ITHERM = i, and sizing problems involving upper or lower
limits on DII.
If plate numbers are reused oz if the same number is used for I'
i
more than one plate, some portion of the repeating element may be i
missing. In the case of an open section, such as a blade-
stiffened panel, if the Z coordinate is correct for each plate
element shown in the repeating element and if the complete
structure shown in the second plot is correct, then DII and D33
are calculated correctly and all analyses are correct. In the ii
• ' case of a closed section, such as a hat-stiffened panel, all
plate elements making up the closed section must be shown
correctly for the stiffness D33 to be calculated correctly.
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Analyses that do not use DII or D33 do not require a correct
repeating element plot.
The circular symbols in the second plot indicate node
locations in the final structure. Mode shapes, which are shown in
subsequent plots, are interpolated from displacement and rotations
at these nodes. For a plot to show complex and detailed buckling
behavior, it may be necessary to introduce a large number of nodes
through ICARD input. It is emphasized, however, that additional
nodes do not increase the accuracy of any PASCO eigenvalue analysis. <
For shear and/or anisotropy, two mode shapes are given for
each eigenvalue corresponding to fl and f2 in equation (37),
reference I.
The final plot shows FACTOR as a function of half-wave-
i
length I.
COMPUTER PROGRAM DEFINITIONS AND ORGANIZATION
In this section, the computer program is described in terms
of input, output, and program organization.
Input
PASCO input is in namelist form with one title card. The
order of the input is as follows:
Title Card
Namelist CONDAT
Namelist PANEL
Namelist MATER
4O
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Input that is considered to be essential is identified by an
asterisk to the left of the FORTRAN name.
Namelist CONDAT.- Namelist CONDAT contains many of the input
parameters normally used by the optimization code CONMIN (refs. 5
and 6). Parameters that normally appear in CONMIN input data
_t that are not included in namelist CONDAT are X, VLB, VUB,
ISC, NFDG, FDCH, FDCHM, NDV, NCON, NSIDE, ICNDIR, CT, CTMIN,
THETA and N1 to N5. Most of these quantities are either
generated internally based on other input data or are fixed
because of the approximate analysis approach. For eAample,
ISC(N2) is set equal to 1 internally because the Taylor series
expansion of the constraints used by CONMIN is always linear in
the sizing variables.
All of the CONDAT variables which can be input have default
values that handle normal problems, so it is only necessary to
input the namelist card. Variables that can be input are defined
as follows:
ABOBJI Fractional change in the objective function
attempted during initial step in first
one-dimensional search. May change during
optimization. Used for interpolation.
Default is 0.1.
ALPHAX Maximum fractional change in any X(I)
attempted during initial step in first
one-dimensional search. May change during
optimization. Used for interpolation.
Default is 0.1.
41
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CTL Initial constraint tolerance to identify
active constraints. IF G(J) > CTL the
constraint is defined as active. CTL
is a negative number. During an optimiza-
tion the absolute value of CTL is reduced.
The minimum value of the absolute value of
CTL is CTLMIN. Default for CTL is -0.1.
4
CTLMIN Constraint tolerance to identify violated
constraints. If G(J) > CTLMIN the con-
straint is defined as violated. CTLMIN
is a positive number. Default is 0.008001.
DABFUN Convergence tolerance on absolute change
in the objective function (OBJ). If in
ITRM consecutive iterations ABS(OBJ_7) -
OBJ(J-I)) < DABFUN and no constraints are
violated, the minimization process is
terminated. If constraints are violated,
five iterations are required to terminate.
Default is 0.000001. (This is a converqence
test on a -ingle sizing cycle, not a
convergence test on PASCO.)
DELFUN Convergence tolerance. Same as DABFUN
except comparison is on relative change in
objective function ABS(I.0 OBJ(J-I)/
OBJ(J)) instead of absolute change.
Default is 0.00001.
IPRINT Print control for CONMIN. Default value
is i.
0; Print nothing.
i; Pring initial and final function information.
2; Print all of the above plus control
parameters. Print function values and X-
vector at each iteration within CONMIN.
3-5; Increasing amounts of print, used primarily
for debugging.
ITMAX Maximum number of optimization iterations
performed by CONMIN during each sizing
cycle. Default value is 15.
ITRM Number of consecutive iterations to
indicate convergence by DABFUN or DELFUN.
Default is 8.
4 2 /
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LINOBJ Linear objective function identifier.
If the objective function, OBJ, is known
to be a strictly linear function of the
sizing variables, X(I), set LINOBJ = I.
If OBJ is not a linear function of X(I),
use the default value, o.
NSCAL Scaling control parameter.
NSCAL.EQ.0; Do not scale the sizing
variables.
NSCAL.GT.0; Scale the sizing variable
every NSCAL iterations.
Variables are normalized
so that scaled X(I) = X(I)/
ABS(X(I)).
When using the scaling
option, it is desirable
that NSCAL = NDV+I where
NDV is the number of
sizing variables. Default
is 0.
Namelist PANEL.- Namelist PANEL provides information
concerning the initial panel configuration, design conditions,
sizing variables, and boundary conditions. The integer sub-
scripts have the following meanings:
SUBSCRIPT REFERS TO
I plate I
II sizing variable II
IW IWALL number
J general ply nun_er J
JJ general integer array
K Kth layer in a given wall
L load case L
M eigenvalue wave number in longi- 1
tudinal direction
MA material number MA {
N equation number N that links the
sizing variables
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The program is dimensioned to allow large enough numbers of input
quantities for most practical problems. If there is need, _
dimensions can be increased as indicated in a subsequent section
entitled Program Operation. After the data are read and
processed, it is compressed into a blank common block so that
core size is only that required for the current problem. All
variables are defaulted to zero unless otherwise specified.
AB(I,N), AT(J,N) Matrices which can be used to define a
ATHET(J,N), AC(N) general linear relation between the
variables as follows AB(I,N) • B(I) +
AT(J,N) • T(J) + ATHET(J,N) • THET(J) =
AC(N). These linking equations are used
to calculate the values of B's, T's,
and THET's that are considered to be
dependent variables. Dependent variables
are identified by using input values = I.E30.
AMP Plotting parameter that gives the amplitude,
in inches, of the buckling mode shape, i
Default, AMP = 0.5 times PAGE.
AIIL(L), AIIU(L) Lower and upper bounds, respectively,
prescribed for smeared orthotropic
extensional stiffness of panel.
A33L(L), A33U(L) Lower and upper bounds, respectively,
prescribed for smeared orthotropic shear
stiffness of panel.
• B(I) Width of plate element I. If input as
negative, will be used as a sizing variable
with positive value.
BL(I), BU(I) Lower and upper bounds on B(I). Default
value of BU(I) is 1.El0.
BMOV(I) Governs move limits for sizing variables
associated with plate widths. Move limits
f_r each sizing cycle are generated
internally and are given by
n-1
VLB(II) = X(II) - DVMOV(II) • (SFACTR) • X(II)init
n-i
VUB(II) = X(II) + DVMOV(II) • (SFACTR) • X(II)init
: 44
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where :
• VLB(II) and VUB(II) are the sizing _
variable lower and upper bounds used by
CONMIN in a sizing cycle.
• X(III are the values of the sizing
variables at the beginning of a sizing
cycle.
• DVMOV(II) is equal tc the appropriate
corresponding element in one of the three
vectors BMOV(I) , TMOV(J), or THMOV(J) .
For example, if X(3) = B(5), then DVMOV(3) =
BMOV(5). If BMOV(I), TMOV(J), or THMOV(J)
are not read in, the input scalar SMOVE i=
used for DVMOV(II).
• SFACTR is an input scalar
• n is the sizing cycle number
• X(II)init are the initial (input) values
of X(II).
Each move limit involves a change that is a
percentage of the initial value of the
associated sizing variable. One of the
objectives of the move limit strategy is
to reduce the move limits as the sizing
progresses. Overall lower and upper
bounds on the sizing variables, defined
by "L(I), TL(J), THETL(J) and BU(I),
TU(J), THETU(J), respectively, override
the lower and upper bounds VLB and VUB
for a sizing cycle.
!
I CLAM(M) Parameter used with buckling or frequency
i constraints to specify margin of safety
for each half-wavelength I = EL/M.
i Default = i.
T
! G = 1 (M)
CLAM (M)
. If the input parameter SHEAR is not equal
to zero, orthotropJc plate buckling loads
are calculated and applied as a correction
to the M=I VIPASA buckling load. The adjust-
ed shear analysis and the definition of F
are discussed in referenc ,_ _.
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CONVI Eigenvalue convergence criterion used
during eigenvalue analysis to determine
important buckling half-wavelengths.
Eigenvalues are calculated to an accuracy
of one part in CONVI. Default CONVI = 500.
CONV2 Eigenvalue convergence criterion. Once
the important buckling wavelengths are
identified using CONVl as a relatively
rough convergence criterion, eigenvalues
that are to be used as constraints are
calculated to an accuracy of one part in
CONV2. Derivatives of these eigenvalues
are also calculated with CONV2.
Default = 500,000.
DELDV, DELB Parameters used in determining incremental
DELT, DELTH value of sizing variables for numerical
derivatives.
_X = DELDV • X(II)init + DELX
where
X(II)init are the initial (input) values of
X(II).
DELX = DELB if X is an element width,
DELX = DEIF if X is a ply thickness, and
DELX = DELTH if X is a ply orientation
angle.
DELDV, DELB, DELT, and DELTH dre input
quantities.
DELX is assigned the proper value internal-
ly. Default, DELDV = 0.0005.
DELM Controls range of eigenvalues that are
examined for numerical derivatives. To
speed convergence of the perturbed eigen-
value solution, the range of F examined
for the perturbed solution is
F(JJ) ± AF(JJ)
where
AF(JJ) = DELM • DELDV • FACTOR(JJ)
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and F(JJ) i" the solution for the unper-
turbed values of the sizing variables.
(See fig. 28, ref. i) Tt should be noted
that &F varies with the finite difference _increment via DELDV. However the finite
difference increment also depends upon
DELB, DELT, and DELTH.
Increases in DELB, DELT, or DELTH may
require increases in DELM. Default,
DELM = 10.
DIIL(L), DIIU(L) Lower and upper bounds, respectively,
prescribed for smeared orthotropic bending
stiffness of panel. Stiffness resists
panel bending moment Mx-
ECC(L) Amplitude of bow-type imperfection at
panel midlength for load case L.
* EL Panel length L.
FNXY(I), FNY(I) Optional input that can be used to override _
the panel internal loads Nxv and
that are calculated automati_ally byN%heV
program according to modeling rules. The
value of Nxy i or Ny i in any plate i
is given by
N (L) = FNXY(I) • NXY(L)
xY i
Nyi(L) = FNY(I) • NY(L)
where NXY and NY are the applied (input)
loads for load case L. If a user wishes
to specify a zero value of Nxy i or Ny i
in an element, when the model±ng rules give
a nonzero value, he should input a very
small number (I.E - i0) rather than zero.
* FREQ(L) Frequency requirement for load case L
in cycles per unit of time.
FSTIFF Parameter used to specify half-wavelength
used by VIPASA to evaluate stiffnesses
A22, A33, and D22. _ = FSTIFF • EL.
Default, FSTIFF = 10.
! GRANGE Constraint deletion parameter. Indicates
range of constraint values re  À,D„ for
Taylor series expansion and CuNMIN. For
lower bound constraints, the minimum
value of G retained is
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G = I - GRANGE
;
For upper bound constraints, the minimum
value of G retained is
1
G = 1GRANGE
Default, GRANGE = 2.
* HCARD(JJ) Integer array used to create substructures
and to define geometry of repeating element.
The HCARD input is used to rotate plates
and substructures, offset plates and
substructuzes, and join plates and
substructures. A complete discussion of
HCARD input is presented in th_ section
entitled Modeling.
IBAY For repetitive structures described by
ICARD input, IBAY is an integer which,
when added to any node number, produces the
correct corresponding node number in the
next repetitive structure. Used only when
ICREP > i. Default is nn-l, where nn is
the maximum node number in the repeating
element described by the ICARD input.
:nn - 1 is the correct value for IBAY
if r_peating elements are connected only
at on,_ node.)
* IBC Controls boundary conditions aloha edges
y = constant. Not used when ICARD input
is used. See page 7.
= 0 free edge
= 1 simple support
= 2 symmetry
= 3 clamped
ZCARD(JJ) Optional integer array used to assemble '
final structure from plates and sub-
structures created by HCARD. Used when
more detail is desired in mode shapes or
when repeating element cannot be described
by HCARD. A complete discussion of ICARD
input is presented in the section entitled
Modeling.
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,: ICREP Can be used with ICARD input when structure
is repetitive. The structure defined by _s
ICARD will be repeated ICREP times. J
IJB Controls diagnostic printing. If set equal °
to i, information concerning negative j
roots is printed during every VIPASA
iteration.
* IORTH If set equal to 0, anisotropic bending I
stiffnesses are ignored. If set equal to I,
anisotropic bending stiffnesses are
retained• Default = 0 when Nxy = 0;
=i when Nxy _ 0.
IP Plot and print indicator.
= 0 no plots
= ±I plot of undeformed structure• This
value of IP is used to obtain only
a stress and stiffness analysis. No
buckling analysis is carried out '
= ±2 plot of undeformed structure plus
plot of buckling modes superimposed
on undeformed structure
= ±3 plot of buckling mode only
If negative sign is used, the output
includes coordinates of each plate element
and substructure defined by HCARD and the
coordinates of every plate appearing in the
assembled structure•
IPAST Maximum number of iterations allowed in
VIPASA to determine eigenvalue for one-
half wavelength. Default = 100.
ITHERM(L) Specifies treatment of bending moment
caused by temperature and transverse load.
If ITHERM=I, the panel is allowed to take
on a bow, the magnitude of which is
calculated to produce zero bending moment
in a panel loaded only by temperature and
• transverse load. If ITHERM-0, the panel
} remains flat, and the bending moment
caused by temperature and transverse load
is retained• See also discussion of
bending loads in reference 1 and examples
in reference 7.
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* IWALL(I) Wall number for plate I. See section
entitled KWALL and IWALL Input. Default,
IWALL(I) = I.
JDER Derivatives of buckling constraints can be
calculated with a rapid, one-iteration
approximation or a complete analysis. . ;
JDER is an integer which indicates the
number of the sizing cycle at which the
derivative calculation changes from
approximate to complete. For example,
if JDER = 5 and MAXJJJ = 8, the one-
iteration approach would be used for
sizing cycles 1 to 4, and complete buckl_ng
analyses would be used for sizing
cycles 5 to 8. Default, JDER = MAXJJJ + i,
which means that approximate derivatives
are used for all sizing cycles unless
JDER is specified otherwise. •
JPRINT Print indicator. The higher JPRINT, the
greater the amount of printout.
1 buckling solution printed only for
initial design and final design
2 buckling solution printed for every
sizing cycle
3 all buckling solutions printed,
including those used to determine
derivatives
* KWALL(K,IW) A sequence of integers indicating tb_
stacking sequence for wall number iW.
See section entitled KWALL and IWALL
Input.
LINK Indicates whether automatic linking is to
be used for B(I). If LINK = 0, automatic
linking is not used. If
(I) LINK = I and
(2) plate elements I and J have the
same wall construction and
(3) B(J) = B(I)
oRIGiNAL PAGE IS
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then automatic linking causes B(J) to
equal B(I) throughout the sizing. A
complete discussion of linking is presented
in the section entitled Linking. The
default value of LINK is i.
MAT(J,L) Specifies the material number used in the
j%h ply for load case L. This parameter
is a function of load care to al]ew material
properties to be different for different
load cases. Default, MAT(J,1) = I,
and MAT(J,L) = MAT(J,1) for L > i.
* MAXJJJ Number of sizing cycles used in an overall
synthesis. No convergence criteria are
provided to reduce the number of sizing
cycles. When MAXJJJ = 0, the code carries
out only an analysis of the initial
design.
MAXL Maximum number of values of half-wavelength I
A for which buckling or frequency
I
constraints are calculated. See
reference i, section entitled Identifying
critical buckling and frequency constraints.
Default, MAXL = 15.
* MINLAM Specifies smallest half-wavelength for
which buckling loads are examined,
EL/MINLAM. Default, MINLAM = i.
MSEL Selects VIPASA mode shape to be plotted.
For certain problems, numerical ill-
ccnditioning can occur in calculation of
mode shapes. An attempt is made to remove
this ill-conditioning by setting certain
nodal displacements equal to zero.
MSEL = I specifies mode shape with
ill-conditioning removed. MSEL = 2
specifies mode shape as originally
calculated. Default = I.
* MX(L) Applied bending moment per unit width for
load case L. Should be used when loading
is primarily bending and it is desired to
have bending forces included in the
calculation of the A = EL buckling
mode. Bending forces caused by Mx are
not influenced by inplane loads. See
equation (20), reference I.
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NEIG(M) Number of eigenvalues determined at half-
wavelength A = EL/M. Default, NEIG = I. _
NLAM(JJ) Specified values of M (_ = EL/M) for
which buckling or frequency eigenvalues
are calculated. The program automatically
calculates the eigenvalue for M = i.
The program also calculates eigenvalues
for other values of M based on logic
discussed in reference i, section entitled
Identifying critical buckling and
frequency constraints. With NL_M input,
the user can specify additional values of
M for which eigenvaiues are calculated.
* NOBAY Number of major substructures in final
structure. Default, NOFAY = i.
NOSUB Number of repeating elements in a major
(NOSUB-I).
substructure is equal to 2
Default, NOSUB = i.
_4
* NX(L), NY(L), Applied inplane longitudinal, transverse,
NXY(L) and shear load per unit width of panel
for load ca_e L.
PAGE Controls size of plot. Default = i.
* PRESS(L) Uniform lateral pressure loading for
load case L.
SFACTR Governs the rate at which move limits are
decreased. See definition of BMOV(I).
Default value of SF_CTR is 0.8.
SHEAR SHEAR # O causes orthotropic plate buckllng
loads to be calculated and applied as a
correction to the M = 1 VIPASA buckling
load. The value of the twisting stiffness
used in the calculation of the orthotropic
plate buckling loads is the product of
SHEAR and the calculated value of the
twisting s+iffness. See reference i,
section er.±tled Adjusted Analysis for
Shear Buckling. See also reference 8.
SMOVE If BMOV(1), THMOV(J), or TMOV(J) are not
read in, the scalar SMOVE is used in their
place. See discussion of _MOV(I). Default
value of CMOVE is 0.2.
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* T(J) Thickness of jth ply. If input as negative,
will be used as a sizing variable with a
J positive value. _
* TEM(J,L) Change in temperature of ply J for load
case L.
* THET(J) Fiber orientation angle of jth ply. If
input as negative will be used as a
sizing variable with a positive value.
THETL(J), THETU(J) Lower and upper bounds, respectively, on
THET(J). Default value of THETU(J)
is 1.El0.
THMOV(J), TMOV(J) Governs move limits for sizing variables
associated with fiber orientation angle and
ply thickness. See definition of
BMOV (I ).
TL(J), TU(J) Lower and upper bounds, respectively,
on T(J). Default value of TU(J) is 1.El0.
Namelist MATER.- Namelist MATER provides material properties,
indicators for material strength criteria, and allowables used in i
material strength criteria. Subscript MA refers to material
numbey. Any orthotropic material may be used. Special emphasis
has been placed on composite materials with direction 1 as the
fiber direction and direction 2 as transverse to the fiber
dir;_ztion.
* El(MA) ,E2 (MA) Young's modulus of orthotropic material
in 1 and 2 directions, respectively.
* E_ 2 (MA) Inplane shear modulus of orthotropic
material in i-2 coordinate system.
* ANUI(MA) Poisson's ratio of orthotropic material
defined by ANUI • E2 = ANU2 • El.
' * RHO(MA) Mass density of material.
* ALFAI(MA) CoefficieLt of thermal expansion of
orthotroFic material in 1 direction.
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* ALFA2(MA) Coefficient of thermal expansion of
orthotropic material in 2 direction.
* ALLOW(JJ,_) Constants used to define material failure
criterion and allowables used in criterion.
ALLOW(I,MA) is used to select failure
criterion. A value of 1 indicates an
allowable stress criterion; 2 indicates
allowable mechanical strain; 3 indicates
the Tsai-Wu criterion. ALLOW(2,MA)-
ALLOW(7,MA) are input values of the
allowables defined in the following table.
TABLE 2.- INPUT VALUES FOR ALLOW(JJ,MA)
JJ ALLOW (JJ ,MA) ,
1 1 Stress 2 Strain 3 Tsai-Wu
!
2 aI comp. (eI - elAT) comp. aI comp.
3 aI ten. (¢1 - _I&T) ten. aI ten.
4 a2 comp. (e2 - e2&T) comp. g2 comp.
5 g2 ten. (e2 - e2AT) ten. g2 ten.
6 TI2 YI2 TI2
7 FI2
In the table, a I, a2, and TI2 are allowable stresses; e I ,
e2, and YI2 are allowable strains; eI and e2 are coefficients
of thermal expansions; &T is the change in temperature; FI2 is
a quantity that appears in the Tsai-Wu material strength criterion
(see eq. (49), ref. i); and ten. and comp. mean tension and
compression. The allowable s_resses and strains are entered as
positive in compression and negative in tension.
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Output
PASCO output begins with an organized listing of input data
and default values that define the problem to be worked. There
follows a description of each laminate wall defined by the input
KWALL. The description includes the materials, thicknesses,
orientation angles, mass, and laminate elastic properties. Then
tht overall panel properties, including panel geometry, load
distribution, mass, and smeared orthotropic stiffnesses, are
presented. Results of the buckling and stress analyses are
printed in various levels of detail depending upon the print
indicators. The analysis of the initial design is then summarized
in a table which gives the values cf the critical constraints and,
if structural sizing is desired, the derivatives of these con-
straints with respect to each active sizing variable. This table
contains all data used to generate the Taylor series expansions
of the constraints.
The constraint table of the initial design is followed by
CONMIN output describing the first sizing cycle. The panel
configuration obtained by CONMIN is then analyzed, and a new
constraint table is printed. The print pattern of complete
analysis and CONMIN sizing is repeated MAXJJJ times, then the
final design is defined in detail.
Several examples of PASCO output are presented in the
i ,
i section entitled EXAMPLES.
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Progra/r. Operation
The PASCO computer program was developed on a CDC computer.
Interim versions have been made operational on IBM computers.
From this experience, an attempt has been made to minimize
changes required to make the program operational on IBM and
other computers. In many cases, double precision is required
on IBM computers or other computers with similar-length words.
Organization.- The general program organization is outlined
in figure 14. There are a number of comment cards distributed
throughout the so_rce code that provide additional details
regarding program organi_ation and logic. _
Dimensions.- The program is dimensioned to allow large
enough numbers of input quantities for most practical problems.
If there is need, dimensions can be increased (or decreased) by
changing common block BL5 and associated variables that appear in
PROGRAM COMMON (CDC overlay version of PASCO). Instructions for
redimensioning are given in detail in the comment cards in
PROGRAM COMMON. Variables that can be redimensioned are:
• Maximum number of plate elements, NOBZ
• Maximum number of layers in a given wall, IKMAXZ
• Maximum nul,_er of unique layers throughout the structure,
MAXNLZ
• Maximum number of values of _ for which eigenvalues are
calculated, MNLAMZ
• Maximum number of load cases, LOADZ
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%C_
,Z
CAll OVERLAY3
READAND PROCESSINPUT DATA ,,;
t o
I CALLOVERLAY4 I "_PRINT INPUT DESIGN
( . NO
To
t
l CAll OVERL_.Y1
PERFORMVIPASA ANALYSISANDOTHERANALYSES.
INCLUDINGDERIVATIVES
OPTIMIZEWITHIN MOVELIMITSi
: • NO
-i CA 0 R Y
J
.f
i I CAll OVERLAY 2
PRINTCONSTRAINTARRAY
I , NO
CAll OVERLAY4 I
PRINT FINAL PANELDIMENSIONSI
, NO
I CALL OVERLAY6
PLOTREPEATINGELEMENT,
FINAL STRUCTURE,MODES
• &
Figure 14.- PASCO program flow diagram.
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• Maximum number of integers appearing in HCARD and ICARD
input, JJHZ and JJIZ, respectively
e Maximum number of materials, IDUMJZ
• Maximum number of linking equations, MIZ
• Maximum number of constants used to define material
strength criteria, NALLOW
Diagnostics.- An attempt has been made to provide diagnostics
for common input errors that lead to inconsistent or incomplete
problem definition. Undoubtedly some errors will not be detected
by the diagnostics. Also, unreasonable proportions can lead to
numerical ill-conditioning that causes program dumps.
Plotting.- Because individual computer centers generally
have their own plotting commands, the plotting command subroutires
that are used in the version of PASCO operational at Langley
Research Center are not included in the version of PASCO that is
made available to other users. The subroutines that execute the
plotting in the Langley version of PASCO are described with
comment cards in the source listing in sufficient detail that
user subroutines cJn be substituted to perform the same functions.
Additional information on plotting subroutines is given in
reference 4.
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EXAMPLES
• Several examples are presented to illustrate in detail the
%
features of and modeling techniques used in PASCO. For each
example, the following information is _resented: (i) a computer
drawing of the repeating element of the initial design, (2) a
computer drawing of the cross section of the entire panel with *
nodes, (3) a figure showing the design loading, (4) a listing of
the input, and (5) selected program output. Taken as a whole,
the selected output for each example encompasses the major portion ! ,
of the output of the program. The numbers on each repeating
_ element are the original plate element numbers. Units are not
used in input or output quantities in the computer program and are ! ,
not shown on the figures.
Example i, Unstiffened Plate
The first example is a laminated, unstiffened plate loaded
in longitudinal compression as shown in figure 15. The stacking
sequence shown in figure 15(c) is created with the input '_, THET,
and KWALL presented in figure 16. The stacking sequence is
(+45 ° , -45 ° , 90 °, 0°) s with corresponding thicknesses
(.02, .02, .02, .01) s. The negative signs on the T and THET
input data indicate that the sizing variables are T(1), T(2),
T(3), THET(2), and THET(3). For this simple example which has
only one plate element, the default value IWALL(1)=I is correct.
a
HCARD input is not required because the entire structure is one
plate element.
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1
_ ,' i JlI, , ," , ,11 i iii | i I i
(a) Repeatingelement '_
I 2) t.)
(b) Entirepanel,withnodes
/////
///// .... ..o_,,,o•O_ -450
i i
Nx. I000 , .02 900
•02 0°d
I , .02 90°
.02 -450
, d .(9 ,4-_°i
(d Panelwlth_slgnl=ding
Figure 15.- Example I, unstiffened laminated plate designed
for longitudinal compression.
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HN_TIFFENED PLATE _
$CONDAT
IPRINT=_t
$
tPANEL
t
NAXJJJ=I,
T(l)=-,Olt -*02, -,O?t
. THFT(|)=O._ -65,t "qO.o
_ KWALL(|_I)=2,-2, 3, 1,
NX(])=lO00,o
IRC=I,
EL=30oo
IPm?t
MINLAM=301
S
SMATFR
EI(I)=19eF6, F2(I)=I,RgE6o E12(I)=,93E6, APUl(1)m,31, RHO(I)I.0571,
AtFAI(])=-,OO%E-6, ALFA2(1)=21.HE-6t
ALLOW(Iol)=2, oO06e -,O06t .O04t -,004, .01,
$
Figure 16.- Input for example i, unstiffened laminated plate
subjected to longitudinal compression.
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The output selected for this example is simply output related
to the model. It describes the wall construction and gives the
wall properties for the one wall used in this example. The output
is presented in figure 17. In other analysis and sizing problems,
a similar set of wall property information is presented for each
unique wall. In PASCO, where all walls are balanced and
symmetric, ZREF is half the total thickness. The quantities
El, E2, and El2, denoted LAMINATE PROPERTIE3, are given by
All - (AI2)2/A22
E1 =
Total Thickness
A22 - (AI2)2/AII
E2 =
Total Thickness
A33
El2 =
Total Thickness
62
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vat t NO;MPER !
'Wb
_JT T THET T(M _,
1 ,0200000 4S,O0000 0,00000 i
l .0200000 -4S,O0000 0,00000
1 ,0200000 90,00000 0,00000
1 ,OlO0000 0,00000 0.00000
l ,0100000 0,00000 0,00000
| ,0200000 90,00000 0,00000
, 1 ,0200000 -45,00000 0.00000
1 ,0200000 4S,00000 0,00000
ZR[F FOR VALL NO, 1= .70001001
NASS P(R UNIT AREA OF WILL NO, Is ,7994(-02
A-MATOIX FOR kALL NO, 1 OoMATRIX FOR WALL NO, 1 C|T
,9799++06 ,4066(+0+ .8382(-08 ,|41S1_+04 ,9879(+03 .34_S(+03 O,
,I06_+06 .|32S(+07 .2650(-06 09879(+03 .|703(+04 .)4§S(+03 O.
,8382(-0A ._6S0(-0_ ,&$40(+06 .345S(+03 ,36S_E+03 .|06_(+04 O.
LAM_NAT( PROP£RTI(S
F) (_ (]2 NUI NU2 aLFAI ALFA2
,610831[+07 .876206(*07 .324264[+07 .3067674 04|493|4 0352678(00S 01S7376[-0S
Figure 17.- Sample output for example i, unstiffened +
laminated plate designed for longitudinal compression.
Output gives wall property information.
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Example 2, Blade-Stiffened Panel
The second example is a blade-stiffened panel loaded in
longitudinal compression as shown in figure 18.
The input data T, THET, and KWALL shown in figure 19 are
used to create three walls. For example, wall 3 has a stacking
sequence of (+45 ° , -45 ° , -45 ° , +45 ° , 0° ) with correspondingS
thicknesses (.004, .004, .004, .004, .04) s. The input IWALL(1)
assigns the wall number of plate element I. For example,
plate element 4 has wall 2.
The panel geometry is modeled with one line of HCARD data
consisting of three data sequences. The input NOSUB=3 produces
four repeating elements per major substructure or bay and
J
determines the spacing of the nodes. The input NOBAY=4 produces
four of these bays for the complete panel. The panel, therefore,
has sixteen stiffeners.
The negative signs on B(1) and B(2) cause the stiffener
spacing to be variable during panel sizing. Since the number of
stiffeners is fixed, the panel width becomes variable for this
example. (Linking equations could have been used to fix B(1) +
B(2).) Automatic linking is used to cause B(4) to equal B(2)
and B(5) to equal B(1) during sizing.
The output chosen for this example shows a portion of the
organized listing of input data and default values that define
the problem. This output, which is presented in figure 20,
shows the plate element widths B(I), the layer thicknesses T(J),
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and the layer orientation angles THET(J), together with their
lower and upper bounds for sizing, i
• !
!
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I ? 4 5 _,.
-- i I _!, _iRi _ "- %
(a) R_pe:htincJele,'nen! r
(b) _nlire_nel, wltnnodes
./ //_- ...... SS / •
/ .S
"I- lq.7-1-Tl -[ "El- T i r [ [ W_' "
d /
(0 v'cinel_llh _'S_If, lCddln'j
Figur_ JH.- Example 2, bLade-stiffened _:ant'lwith sixteen
j st tt fet,ers, desiqnud for Iongltudinal compression.
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ee*oeoeeee 8LAOF-STIFFENED PANEL eee*teeoeeeeeeeee
$CONDAT
$
_PANEL
MAXJJJ=2o
L;NK=]o
IP=2,
R(1)=-.R, -.2, -1.5, ._, ,_,
T(1) = -oO04e -.OOZe -oO03g -,01o -.04t
THFT(I)= 45o 45, Oe O, Oo
KWALL(1,I)= 1,-1,-1,1,],
KWALL.(]o2) =1o-lo-1,1o4o
KWALL(1,3) = ?t-Zt-_,?eSo
IWALL(1)=]I2,3o2olt
J_FR=I.
' HCARO(1)= 4t-6,3,90,0o 2,121w6. 6,7t1'?*_,-121o5o
NORAY=4o
NO_UR=3t
IRC=2,
FL=30.,
NX(1)=3OOO.t
NEI_(I)=_t
NLaM(l)=lt3tlTo
MJNL&_=30e
$
SMATER
Fl(1)=lg,E6, E2(I)zI,RgE6, EI_(1)z,g3E6, ANUI(I)=,3], RHO(I)xof1571,
ALFA|f|)=-.OOSE-6, ALFA2(I)=_|,RE-_,
ALLOW(lol)= 2w oO04t ".O04t oOOto -,004' .0It
$
Figure 19.- Input for example 2, blade stiffened panel
subjected to longitudinal compression.
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i Example 3, J-Stiffened Panel
The third example is the J-stiffened panel shown in _
figure 21. The design loading is longitudinal compression. The
panel is to be sized to carry that load assuming that the panel
has either a positive bow or a negative bow. This is an example
of a two-load-condition problem in which the first load condition
is Nx = 12000, e = +0.09 and the second load condition is
Nx 12000, e -0.09. These two loading conditions are !
illustrated in figure 21(c). The input variable for e is
ECC.
Based on the input presented in figure 22, three walls are
created. Each of these walls has two materials. For example,
0O, 90 O) with
wall 3 has a stacking sequence of (45 ° , -45 ° , s
corresponding thicknesses (0.008, 0.008, 0.016, 0.008) s and
materials (i, i, 2, i) s. The input quantity IWALL assigns these
three walls to the fourteen plate elements.
The repeating element shown in figure 21(a) illustrates
several modeling features. Offsets created with six HCARD
sequences provide a more realistic model. The offsets are also
shown in figure 21(b). The stiffener attachment flange is ,_
attached to the skin with short plate elements to insure that the
stiffener attachment flange and the skin directly above the
flange respond as a unit. For this configuration, both the "I°
attachment flange and the skin directly above the flange could
have been divided into two plate elements rather than four
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I 2 3 lO II 14 i
'
1
4 5 ]2 ]3
6
(a) Repeatingelement
) 0 0 0 0 •
_ _ J_ J_ J_
(b) [ntlre panel, with nodes
///// /////
..]
Z
IIIII /IIII
Nx• ]2000 Nx- 120110
(c) Panelwith design Ioadlngs
Figure 21.- Example 3, J-stiffened panel with eight
stiffeners designed for bew and longitudinal compression.
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!
J-STIFF[NED PANEL
SC_NDAT
SPANELSNOVE=oIS,
NAXJJJ=2,
LINK=|,
CLJN=I,3o
JDFR=),
NLAM(])= _e]0,
NEZG(1)=_,
MINLAM=30t
IRe=I,
_L=30.,
NX(I):]_O00,* 12000,*
ECC=.09, -.09,
TP=2*
THFT(I)z_S,tOet9Oeo4_..oetgoeeoot
MAT(l.l)=I_2ol_lt2tI,?t
KWALL(ItI)©]o-lt2,31
KWAtL(Io?)=kt-4tSt6,
KWALL(le3)=_t-ke7,6,
IWJLL=Itltlt?,?,3,3t3,?,l,l,2,2,Io
HEARD= 6t-ISI'_tOt-R*O*-8,
6t-16,-5,0o-8,0,-8,
%,17t2t-lS,3,-16,
6*-.18,'12tOt-8,0,-P_
6t-19*-1310o-8,0,-8,
5,20,I0.-18,11t-19,
6*21tS,T,6t
6,-22,?I,90.0,
6*'23o-22*O,OtOt-9,
_eI_tgt
6t--]_t--l_]tlOtOeOtOt
3t|23t23o'l_t
6t15t]t|7t20t-123t14t
NORAY=4t NOS[JS=2t
ATfI,I)=2.tIotI.t2.tI.,I.IO.t-I.,
AT(I,?)=2.,I°.I.,_**_.,_**0.,0o,-I°_
AR(I,3)=Oo_I**O., "I.,
AT(I*_)=O._O.tO**2.,O.tIotI._O.tO**-I.t
AllL(1)=_O0000,, _33L(1)=_50000,,
T(I)=-,0_ ",0l_* ".00_* ",008e -.0?e -,008, "*016e 3el,E30t
S
SMATER
El(l)=ll.t6, _2;')=._t_, El_(l)=,3E6, ANUI(I)'.3_, RHO(1)',OS,
ALFA|(I)ueIE-98, ALFA_(I)=I,E-Se
ALLOV(]'I)=_'-OO3,-.O1T*._';-.^"5,_ -- ".Of,
EI(_)=32,E6t E?(2)u2,7E6t E12(2)=,93_, ANUI(2)Uo21e RHO(_)m,O?_,
ALFAI(2)no24E'S* ALFA2(?}_loISE-So
ALLO_(ltt)=to*OO9t'oOOSo,O07o-,O03ooOLO_S
' Figure 22.- Input for example 3, J-stiffened panel w_.th eight
stiffeners, designed for bow and longitudinal compression.
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plate elements. 1 Because of the bow, the web of the stiffener
is modeled with three plate elements to allow the stress in the web
to vary as the panel bends. (See fig. 8. ref. I.)
When a panel is to be sized to account for a bow, the input
CLAM(l) should be used to specify a margin on the M=I buckling
load. The strategy is to use a combination of CLAM(l), SMOVE,
and SFACTR that prevents large moves when the constraints are
highly nonlinear, as they can be when F(1) approaches 1.0.
(See discussion of bending loads in ref. i.) It is also advisable I
to use the input NEIG(1) to obtain more than one eigenvalue for I
the M=I mode.
This example also illustrates the input for linking equations
(AT and AB) and stiffness requirements (AIIL and A33L).
J
The output selected for this example gives the table of
linking equations, figure 23(a), and the plate forces and stresses
for the first load condition , ECC=0.09, figure 23(b). Each
column in the table of linking equations represents a linking
equation. The entries above the top row of asterisks are the
coefficients of the unknowns, the dependent variables. The
entries between the two rows of asterisks are the coefficients
1CAUTION: Plate elements having narrow widths appear to
cause numerical instabilities in VIPASA. As a rule of thumb,
width-to-thickness ratios should be greater than two. If
unexpected dumps occur, try remodeling with greater widths.
Plate elements having very long lengths EL can also cause
numerical instabilities. This problem can usually be solved
by setting FSTIFF equal to 1.0.
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VAPYaBLF
NUPBER L_NKING EOUATION NO,
! 2 3 4
0,0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000
?2 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O,OOO0
23 O.o00n -lonOO0 0o0O00 0oO000
?4 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 "l,O000
@@OOOO@_@I@_@@@@@OO@@OOOOO@_@@_@@@OO@_OOOQOO@_O_@@@OOO@_@QO@
0,0000 0,0000 1_0000 0o0000
15 2,00tO ?.0000 0.0000 0o0000
1_ 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
17 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 o.0000
18 2.0000 4.0000 0.0000 2.0000
19 l.O000 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
?0 l.O000 2.0000 0.0000 l.O000
21 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 l.UO00
#@O@_@O_@@@#@@@@O#@@@@_@O#@@##@@@O@#@@@@@O@#@@@@@@@O@@@@O@@@@@@@@
AC 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000
(a) Tableof linkingequations
Figure 23.- Sample output for example 3, J-stiffened panel
with eight stiffeners, designed for bow and longitudinal
compression.
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of the independent variables. The entries in the last row are
the values of AC. The variables B(I), T(J), and THET(J) ,i
are identified by the numbers in the column denoted VARIABLE I
NUMBER.
It is important to note here that linking equations are not
required in a problem involving only analysis--no sizing. For
analysis applications, input values of B, T, and THET are
adequate. Linking equations are useful primarily for sizing
applications or for parameter studies (a series of single
analyses) where dimensions drc being changed. Assume, for
example, that an engineer wis;l_:s to carry out a parameter study
with the J-stiffened panel described in this section and that
the parameter study involves varying T(1). The offset T(8) of
plate elements 4, 5, 12, and 13 varies with T(1). The engineer
can either specify the thickness T(1) and the offset T(8) for
each case in the parameter study or he can specify T(1) for each
case and rely on a linking equation that automatically calculates
the corresponding value of T(8).
The plate forces in each plate element and the strains and
stresses in each layer are shown in figure 23(b). The columns
denoted PLATE NO give the VIPASA i4entification for the plate
elements. Plate numbers 4, 5, and 6 make up the web of the
stiffener. The effect of the bending moment can be seen by the
variation of the icad in these plate elements. The strains and
stresses in each layer are parallel and transverse to the fiber
direction in that layer.
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Example 4, I-St_.ffened Panel
The fourth example is an I-stiffened panel loaded by a
combination of shear and longitudinal compression as shown i.
figure 24.
, The modeling for the I-stiffened panel is similar to that •
of the J-stiffened panel discussed previously. In the I-
stiffened panel example, a f_fth linking equation causes the
stiffener spacing to be equal to 5.0 during panel sizing.
This example illustrates the adjusted analysis for shear
buckling in PASCO. The adjusted shear analysis (rather than the
standard VIPASA analysis) is selected by setting the input
parameter SHEAR equal to a number greater than zero. The
l-
parameter SHEAR is set equal to 1.0 in the input shown in
figure 25. If the panel were composed of stiffeners with closed i
sections, such as hats, a value of shear less than 1.0 is
recommended. See definition of SHEAR in section entitled Input
and in reference i.
The program output (fig. 26) selected for this example
focuses on the adjusted analysis for buckling when the loading
involves shear. The output consists, primarily, of three VIPASA
solutions: two solutions obtained with smeared orthotropic
stiffnesses and one standard VIPASA solution obtained with
discrete stiffeners. These three solutions are used in the
adjusted shear analysis and are discussed in the section entitled
Adjusted Analysis for Shear Buckling in reference i. All of this
i
{
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I 2 3 II 12 15
9 10
la) Repeatingelement
t
i
I 2 3 _ 5 ";
) -j_ _£ o U_ _F o 1 .V o.- U_ _[ o
(b)Entirepanel,with nodes
i
//////
//////
Nx'6000 !
Ic)Panelwithdesignloading i
i
Figure 24.- Example 4, I-stiffened panel with eight i
stiffeners designed for longitudinal compression and shear.
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I _T]FFENED PANEL
$CONDAT
_PANEL
IP=2.
LTNK=|9
NAXJJJi4w
HCARD= 6t'161-4,0,-A,0,-8.
6.-17.-5.O,-A.O,-Rt
5.18,2,-16,3.-17.
6,-|9.-|3,0,-8,0,-8,
6.-20.-1'.0,-_-0,'8.
5,71,11,-19.12,-20,
4.22,8,7.6.
6.-23,?2.90,",
6.-E4,-23.0._.0,-9.
?.121t9o
?ol2?olO,
*,-123oi72.1A0.0,
6,-124,-171,10.0.0.0.
6,-125,-173,-10,0,0,0,
_w176o24o-1_4.-12So
6,16,1.18.21,-126,15.
IPC=_*
NLAM(1)= 4,|0,
MT'_LAN=30.
NFTG(|)=4.
EL=30..
NORAY=69 NOSUB=2.
THFT(|)=65.,O.990.,4_..O.990..O..
KVALLf'*I)=I.-1.2,3.
KWALL(A,2)=4,-4.5.6.
KVALL(I,3)=6.-6.7,6.
IWALL=I.I,I,2.?.3,3.3.?,_.I,I.2.2.1,
AT(I,I)=2.,I..I..2..I..I..O.,'I.,
AT(1,2}=2.,I..I..4..2..2..0.,0.,-I..
A9(1,3)=0..I..0.. -I.,
AT(I._)=O..O..O..2..O.,I..I.,O..O.,'I.,
AB(I._)=I..I..I..
AC(S)=?.S.
MAT(|.I)=l,291o|92.1.2.
NX(I)=(_O0.. NXY(])=600.,
SHFAR81..
T= ".07, -.006, ".007, -.00_, -.OS, -.002, ..OOS, 301.E30,
B=I.F30. -.3, .3, I.F30. .3. -.2S. .2S. .?q. -.4. .6, .3, .3, .3. .3, 1.9.
10RTH=0.
$
SNATER
EI(l)=II.(6. E2(1)=.8(6, (12(1)=03E6. ANUI(I)=.34. RHO(I)=oOSe
ALFAI(I)=.IE'g8, ALFA2(I)eI.EoS,
ALLOH(I,I)=2..O03o-.O|?,.O$,'.OO§,.OIo
[1(2)832.E6. (2(2)=_.?(6. [12(2)=,93(6. ANUIf2)=.21, RNO(ZP=.OT2,
ALFAII2)=.2*E-S. ALFA2i_)sI.IS('S*
ALLOW(I,2)=2,.O09.-._OS,.OO?,'.O03,.OIO.
$
Figure 25.- Input for example 4, I-stiffened panel with eight
stiffeners, d6signed for longitudinal compression and shear.
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NEGATIVF WALL NUMBERS INDICATE ANISOTROPIC ST:_;FNESS TERMS NEGLECTED
PLATE FO_;CES ARE FOR UNIFORM AXIAL STRAIN
. PLATF WALL
NO. Nro CREADTH NTV NLV NSV BeNLV
l -1 1,90000 0,00 1612.01 _00.00 3062,82
2 -1 ,30060 0,00 1612o01 37R,99 483,60
3 -2 .30000 0.00 10313.29 _1*01 3093.99
4 -3 .25000 0.00 1751.16 0*00 437,79
-- _ -2 .40000 0.,0 10313.29 0*00 4125.31
(d)Stress_esult_ntsNy, Nx, andNxyin eachplateelement
Figure 26.-- Concluded.
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output is for the initial design. Comments added to the output
use the same notation as reference i.
Equation (45), reference i, is the basic equation used in
the adjusted shear analysis. That equation is
Fd'0 F (10)
Fd'90 - F s,90
s,0
for this example, the quantities that appear in equation (i) are
given by
.331802647
Fd,90 = .376198540 .516336069 _;
= .4554022842
Since Fd,90 is smaller than Fs,90, Fd,90 is used for the
adjusted analysis.
A multiplier defined to be the smaller of
a
Fd, F90 _nd s ,90 *
F
Fd,0 d,0
is then calculated. In this case, the multiplier is equal to
1.37250947. The adj',sted solution is then given by
Multipller • FACTOR • [input loading]
I
i
i
4
g,z I.
ORIGINAL PAGE I, 1.
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The multiplier is applied to all eigenvalues for the M=I mode.
For this example, the adjusted solution for the lowest M=I
eigenvalue is
6000 (Nx)1.37250947 • .331802832 •
600 (Nxy)
which gives Nxc r = 2732.41517, NxYcr = 273.241517.
The final output data presented for this example are the
forces in each plate. The shear forces are labeled NSV. Note
that there are no shear forces in the stiffener.
See additional shear buckling studies in reference 8.
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Example 5, Hat-Stiffened Panel
The fifth example is the hat-stiffened panel shown in -_
figure 27. The two design loadings are shown in figure 27(c).
Load condition 1 consists of pure longitudinal compression.
Load condition 2 consists of longitudinal and transverse
compression combined with a 200 ° increase in temperature.
In the input shown in figure 28, ITHERM(2)=I allows the panel
to take on a bow induced by temperature and transverse load.
This bow is treated as an initial bow. Note that material 2,
which, in this example, is used for the second load case, has
lower stiffness values than material i. Using this approach,
the effect of temperature on material properties can be accounted
for. The input also illustrates how the rotation of a plate
element can be made to depend upon the lengths of various plate
elements making up the cross section. Such an approach, which is
based on equation (3), must be used if the lengths of these
plate elements change during sizing.
The output selected _or thi_, example is the constraint table
for the first sizing cycle. _h_ constraint table, which is
presented in figure 29, contains the values of the constraints G
and the derivatives of the constraints with respect to each sizing
variable. The first column in the table identifies the constraints.
For example, the first four constraints are the first four
eigenvalues for the M=I mode (A=L) for load condition I. The
second column gives the values of the constraints G. In this
first two constraints are violated, and the second icase, the
f
I
]9820 ]2689-087
I 9 I0
4 6
5
(a)Repeatingelement
I 2 3 u= 5
Ib)Entirepanel,withnoOes
////i"/ //////
///,I// /,I//// TEMPERATURE'=°,PANELALLOWEDTOTAKE
Nx'4_._O Nx-1500 ON INITIALBOWINDUCED
BYTEMPERATUREAND
TRANSVERSELOAO
LOADCONDITION1 LOADCONDITION2
w
(c) PanelwithdesignIoadlngs
Figure 27.- Example 5, hat-stiffened panel with eight
stiffeners, designed for longitudinal and transverse
compression and temperature.
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HAT-_TI FFFNFO PANFL
$CONDAT !'PANFLCLAW=I.O.
LINK=|.
NAXJJJ=4t !
IP=_,
BL(_)=._t RL(II)=n.O.I.
B=-.R. -.4. .4. .4. -.6. .4. .4. ,4, IoF30. ._. -.l_t
T=-,OOR_ -,Ol&, -,0_, _*IE_O*
THET=4_,Ot_,
AT(l,1)= ?,1,0,-1,
AT(liP)= ?tO,l,O,-l.
AR(_t3)= I.. 3"0.. -I.. 0.. 6. b
MAT(I.])= ]. I. It
NAT(I,_}= ?, ?, _,
ITHEqM(_)=],
KW_LL(I,I)=I,-I,-I,],?, =
KWALL(]._)=I.-I. iTI 3 _t
IWALL= I._.?.?._.?.P.?.?.I.
EL=3n,
NX(1)=6_O0.. 150_.,
NY(_)mlOM.. h:
TFM(1,?)=3*_OM,,
HCARD=4,Ip,?,_,6,
4,13,6,7,n,
4,-]4,l_*-ll,P,
4,-I_,13,11,_,
6,-16,-14,0,-6,0,_,
&,-]7,-]_,0,S,0,-4,
6,-]R,-q,O,4tO,4,
6,1q,1_,¢,17,
_,?0,l,1_,-Iq,I0,
NOBAY=4,NOSUP=?,
NEIG(I)=4.
MINLAM=3N.
tWATEg
El(P)= 19E6, F?(?)= ?,OOE_, EI2(P]= ,60FA, aNI]I(P)= ,31a, RHO(?)=,OSTI,
ALFAI(I)= -,_F-q, 61.rAg(l)= .?IRE-at
ALFAI(?)= -.SK-R. ALFA?(_)= .?IRE-k.
ALLOW(].|)=?. .,06. -.006. _006. -.,_4. .,1.
ALL_W(I,_)=?, ,0"4, -,006, ,004, -,O_4t ,01,
$
Figure 28.- Input for example 5, hat-stiffened panel with eight
stiffeners, designed for longitudinal and transverse
compression and temperature.
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two constraints are satisfied. The final seven columns are
the derivatives of the constraints with respect to the sizing _
variables. The derivatives are given first with respect to B(I),
then T(J), then THET(J). In this case, the order of the
sizing variables is B(1), B(2), B(5), B(ll), T(1), T(2),
and T(3) corresponding to the negative signs in the input data
for B and T in figure 28.
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Example 6, Z-Stiffened Panel
The sixth example is an aluminum Z-stiffened panel loaded in
longitudinal compression as shown in figure 30. Instead of a
constraint on buckling, which is used in other examples, _n
this example a constraint is placed on vibration frequency.
Another feature of this example is the metho$ used to model
the attachment of the stiffener to the plate. Whereas in previous
examples the attachment simulates d bond, in this example the
attachment simulates a seam weld oz a line of closely-spaced
rivets.
The input is presented in figure 31. Ncte that since
this example involves vibration, RHO must be mass density.
The output selected for this example gives the results of
the eigenvalue analysis for the initial design and the CONMIN
output for the first sizing cycle, In the eigenvalue output,
figure 32, FACTOR is appl_ed to both the input load NX=3000
and the input frequency FREQ=50. For example, in the second
eigenvalue for LAMBDA=30, FACTOR is equal to 1.84758441. The
value of NX for this eigenvalue is 1.84758441 • 3000 = 5542.75,
which is the first entry in the column labeled NX. The
vibration frequency for this eigenvalue is 1.84758441 • 50 = 92.38,
which is not printed out.
In the CONMIN output, figure 33, the default value 1 is
used for the print indicator IP_INT. With IPRINT=I, only the
initial function information and the final results are printed
89
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l 2
3 4
6
(a)Repeatingelement
! 2 3 '_ 5 ,,
--, 0
-L_ L L -h ° 7_ __° -1_ 7_ ° _-
(b)Entirepanel,withnodes
//////
__ ERSATTACHEDALONGLINF
_o,"_,, _./_ • FREQUENCYONSTRAINT
//////
Nx. 3000
(c) Panelwith designIoidlng
Figure 30.- Example 6, Z-stiffened panel with eight
stiffeners, designed for longitudinal compression and
a minimum frequency constraint.
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7-STIFFFNFD PANEL
_CONDAT
S
_PANEL
_NOVF=.]o
SFACTPmo9t
L_NK=lt
NFIG=2t ":
NLAM=6t8t]Oo
MAXJJJ=Re
IP=_,
HCARD=6o-7o-3tOt'3,0,'3t
2e|_lt7t
69"_9_t]_OtOt
4togtstgotoo
_t--]Ot6t]8OlOt
4,122tlO*goH*
6,-123.-122,0,-3,0,'3,
5tlltlo2t-121t-123t
IRe=l,
FL=30, -'
NORAY=_o NOSUB'?o .,
MINLAM=30t
THET(I)=OeoO.t
KWALL(lol)=|o
KWALL(1,_)=2,
;WALLmlolo2t2t2,2t
AT(I,I)=lotl.,'lo,
AB(lt?_-O.,O.,2.*O.tO.,'I**
NAT(I,I)=I,Io
NX=3000.o
Ts-.],-,OStI.F_O,
Rz-2.,2,,-._,.5,-l.?,l.E30t
RL(3)z,5o
FRFQz_O.t
SMATER
FI=IOoSE6o
E2IIOo_F6t
EI?=3,98EEt
ANUlz.32t
RHOzeOOO_13Re
AI.FAI=I3,E-6t ALFA?sI3.E-6,
ALLO_s_eeOOGt-eOO6eeOJ6t'eOO6eeO]t
Figure 31.- Input for exmnple 6, Z-stiffened panel with eight
stiffeners, designed for longitudinal compression and a
minimum vibration frequency.
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• CONWIN •
• FORTRAN PROGRAM F_w •
• ChNSTRAINEO FIINCTTON MINI_'ITATION •
••O,••OO•••O,O•OOOQOOOOOO•O
INTTIAL FUNCTION INFORMATION
Oqd = oP6_q55r-0_
OECISION VARIABLF_ (X-VECTOR)
]) .?0000E,nl ._0000E*00 .1_000r*01 .10000E*00 .5000nr-0|
CONSTRAINT VALUE¢ (R-VECTOR)
1) -,Ag_IqFtN_ -.8_7S8E*00
FINAL ORTIWIIATION INFORNATION
ftqJ = ,?IIT|RF-(_
I_rcT._ION VARIARLF_ (X-VECTOR)
l) .?;_000E,0I .=,0000F*00 .lO_Onr*Ul .q0000r-0] . :.Stb0_E*0 l
CflN_TRAINT VALUE¢; (G-VECTOR)
1 ) -,46069E-01 -,P_7qSE,00
THERF ARE 0 ACTIVE CONSTRAINT5
TwFRF ARE 0 VT_I.ATED CONSTRAINT.C;
THERE ARE c; A('TIVE <;TOE CONSTRAINTS
nrtlrION VARIAF, Lrq AT LOWER OR UPPFR ROUNr_5 (MINUS ]Nr}ICAT[S LOWFR FlflUNf])
l -2 -3 -_ -F,
T_.'RMINAT ION CRITrRInN
JPc;(oPJ(1)-nnJ({-!)) LF$_; THAN OARIrUk r,")l,'Pl ITERATIONS
NI*WI_EF_OF ITERATIeINq; =
nnJF_.TIVE FUNCTIhN wAS FVALUATEO 1_. TIME"_
Ct_N_TPAINT FUNCTIf}N._ WERE _'VALUA'_ED t_ TIWF5
nRlplrNT _r O_JECTIVF WAS CALCULATFf_ _ TIWr$
(%RAPIFNTF OF CONSTRAINTS WERE CALCIILATFr_ cs TI_ES
F_gu=e 33.- Sample output _o_ example 6, Z-stz_enecl panel.
Output £s _om CONMIN p_og_am.
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in CO_MIN. In the final optimi_ation information, the quantities
labeled CONSTRAINT VALUES (G-VECTOR) are approximate values of %
the constraints calculated using the approximate analysis
approach discussed in reference 1.
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Example 7, Truss-Core Sandwich Panel
The seventh example is a truss-core sandwich panel loaded _
by a co_ination of longitudinal compression and lateral pressure.
The panel and loading are shown in figure 34. The example is
relatively complex and, in some respects, stretches to the utmost
the capabJ!ity of the program in order to illustrate its
o_eralit3 and limitations.
The input is sho_ in figure 35. Because of limitations
associated with HCA_ input discussed earlier, ICA_ input is
required to model the panel. Even though HCA_ input is not
adequate to model the repeating element from the point of view of
correct structural response, HCA_ input can be used to model the
geometry of the repeating element. Because the lateral pressure
loading causes a bending moment, the geometry of the repeating
element must be defined by HCARD input in order that DII
and the longitudinal load distribution Nx be correct.1
The single linking equation states that B(7) = .5 B(1). This
value of B(7) is used in the rotations specified by the first
four HCA_ sequences. Plate elements 7 to i0 created by these
first four HCARD sequences are used for ICA_ input. The other
HCARD sequences illustrate one of several ways to construct the
geometry of the repeating element.
The output selected for this example is shown in figure 36.
The upper portion of the figure is the HCA_ and ICARD input
actually used by VIPASA. Note the large amount of !CARD data
:i
1982012689-098
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(a) Repealingelement
I 4 7 io [3 16 19 22
26
(b)Enth'epanel,withnodes
/////
(c) Panel with design loading
Figure 34.- Example 7, truss-core sandwich panel with eight
repeating elements, designed for longitudinal compression
and lateral pressure.
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e_eee_ TPtlSS CCPE PANEL eeeee
_PANEL
MAXJJJ=R,
LTNK=le
TP=?,
_TNLAM=_N,e
PPF_S=I_.w
NY=lPOOO=t
THFT:45o&5_Ot
R=-l.t -l°t ],o 1.o |.t ]°t |.E30,
T=-°OORo -.O0_t -°O_Q
TL=.nO_Sq .0055, .00_5o
KW_LL(I,I)=I,-I,_t
KWALL(ItP)=2t-_t
EL=_O,
hCA_n=4t-To2t-To?e
4)-8)3,7,2)
4,-9)4o7)_)
4,-lOt5)-7t2_
4,-llolO)180tO,
3,12)6)11)
3,1_I)9,-IP)
4,13.7)P)-121, _
3,1P?.I)-13)
IBAY=3, NOBAY=R) ICREP=8)
ICARD=7)I)3)7)6,1)-qOQ)qOOt
7)?,3)9)_)6)-90q)900)
5,3)_)P,q)lO)
3)4)-909)900)
3o_,-909)900)
AB(1)I)=,_, 5_0,, -I,*
¢_ATFP
FI(1)=I9.E&, F_(1)=I,_gE6, E12(I)=,q3E6, ANUI(1)=.3I_ PHO(I)=,O_71)
ALFAI=-,_E-O)ALFA_=,_IRF-&,
ALLOW=_)=OO4e-,O0_),O0_)-°O0_,.OI)
Figure 35.- Input for example 7, truss-core sandwich panel
designed for longitudinal compression adn lateral pressure.
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ii here, figure 36, compared with the small amount in the input,
figure 35.
At the bottom of figure 36 :_re six smeared orthotropic
: stlffnesses for the panel and quantities denoted ZBAR and AM.
J : The stiffnesses are defined in reference i. The stiffnesses are
calculated from the repeating element constructed from HCARD
input, and because of limitations in that model, are not all
correct. In particular, the values given for the stiffnesses
A22, A33, and D22, which are calc,,lated by VIPASA, are
meaningless since the repeating element is defined as being
singly connected. With the present limitations in VIPASA, no
modeling approach would provide correct values for A22, A33, and
D22. The values given for All and DII are correct. The
value given for D33 is too small. The value is approximately
the twisting stiffness of the upper triangle of the repeating
element. Since several pertinent stiffnesses are incorrect,
the adjusted shear analysis (example 4) should not be used for
this configuration. It is important to recognize that these
smeared stiffnesses are not used in VIPASA, and, therefore,
errors in the stiffnesses do not cause errors in the VIPASA
buckling analysis.
• The quantity ZBAR is the distance from the reference
surfece to the centroid of the cross section. The reference
: surface is the horizontal plane that passes through the first
node of the repeating element. The quantity AM is the mass per
unit area of the panel. Both values are correct.
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Example 8, Stringer-Stiffened Cylinder
The eighth example is a composite cylinder stiffened by
'%
rectangular, integral stringers ("blades") and loaded by
longitudinal compression. The cylinder and loading are shown
in figure 37.
The input is shown in figure 38. HCARD input is used to
create eight sections of the stiffened cylinder. ICARD inputI
1 is used (and is required) to connect these eight sections to!
form the cylinder. The last three HCARD sequences create the
repeating element. The repeating element is used to calculate
the stiffnesses and the value of the uniform strain £ that is
X
used for all plate elements - including the plate elements in
the cylinder. Note that in order to calculate the stiffnesses
and ex, the repeating element is flat. Note also that the
repeating element is not used in the cylinder.
The input also illustrates that substructure numbers can be
reused, and that the B(I) used in rotations are the original
values of B(I) and are not associated in any way with subsequent
substructures having the same value of I. In this example, B(7)
to B(12) are cosines of the desired angles. As can be seen in
the input, the skin on the right half of the cylinder is
constructed of wall i, and the skin on the left half of the
cylinder is constructed of wall 3. Wall 3 is identical with
wall 1 except that the angles are reversed. The cylinder is
modeled in this way so that after rotation of plate elements
:i used on the two halfs of the cylinder, the ply angles in each
! i00
1982012689-103
(a) Repeatingelement
< s
(hiEntire_nel Icylinderl,wltt_nodes
Nx
(c)CylinderwithdeslqnIo_dtnq
Figure 37.- Example 8, composite stringer-stiffened cylinder
with radius equal to 40, length equal to 30, designed forlongitudinal compression.
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COMPnSTTF, STRINGER-_TTFFENED CYLINnE_
$C_N_AT ALPHAX:,O&,
SP6NFL
LTNK=],
SMOVF=.|t
MAXJJJ=3,
_OPTH=]*
TP=_*
NX=6OOOt
NA6M=7,
MTNLAM=_O,
NFI6=30*4o
NORIIRm]t NOBAY=66*
B(])=?*lo96349m409t-lo59,.9817477042,1o59,.ORI7477042oo9q99247018o
o99q3_?3846,.gq_l_47767e.qRO785_80_e°923ATgfi32_eoTOTlO_TR|2o|et
T=-°O]_7,-.O_3p,-.Olkl.-.O435t
THFT=4%oO,45,
KWALI. (t,])=|,-],_,
KWALL (1 ,?) =3,-3,4,
KW6LL(],_)=-],| *2t
IWALL=I,I,2,I,2,3*
HCAPO=4,-7t4,8,13, 4,-8,4,7o13o
6,-gt_t-7,13, 4o-10,4,-_,13,
4,-i1,5,q0,0, 2,121,11,
_,12,7,a,q,-]_1,IO, 4o-13,1P,-9,13,
3,14.17.13. 4,-15.14,-10,13'
3,16,14.15, 4.-17,1t,,-11,13'
3,1_.16.17. 4,-19.1_,-17,13t
4,-?0,1q,-17.13. 4,-21_?0.-1_,1_*
4,-7,6,8.-13, 4,-8,6.7,-13,
_,-q.6.-7,-13. 4,-I0.6,..8,-]_,
_.11.7,_,9.-I_I.I0. 4,-I_.II,_,13.
4,-13,1_,9,13, 3,14,12,13.
4,-15,1_.I0,I_. 3,I_.I_,15.
_,-17.16,11,IJ, 3,22,16,17,
4,-23,_?.I_,]3, 4,-24.23.12,]3,
_.-25*_4,1_,I_* _,-I0,3,90.0,
P,l?l.lO, *,15,1,?.-l?l.
3.3,_,Iq. 3,4,6,_.
3,7.8,2].
$_ATF_ FI=Ig.0F6.E2=I.RqF6,EI2=.q3_tANUI=*_l'_HO=.C571'
AI_FII=-._E-8,ALF_2=.?IRE-4,
ALLnW=?..O0_,-.O05,.O05.-.OO5,°O],
Figure 38.- Input for example 8, stringer-stiffened
crylinder designed for longitudinal compression.
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ulayer are continuous. Differences in the walls (±8 vs. +e)
would not be detected if anisotropic bending stiffnesses were
ignored, but with IORTH=I, as it is in this example, the
differences between walls can be detected.
The output selected for this example consists of data
describing the plate elements, figure 39(a), and HCARD and ICARD
input data actually used by VIPASA, figure 39(b). The data
describing the plate elements gives the VIPASA plate number
assigned to the plate element widths, and shows at a glance that
B(3) is the only plate element width that is a sizing variable.
The HCARD input shown in figure 39(b) uses the VIPASA plate
numbers given in figure 39(a). The ICARD input in figure 39(b) _
is identical to the ICARD input presented in figure 38.
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SUR-STPUCTURE5 ARE D_FINEO AS FOLLOWS
4 -7 3 8 13
-8 3 7 13
-9 3 -7 13 _
-In 3 -8 13
4 -ll 2 9O 0
F 1?1 11
6 l_ 7 8 q-l?l lO
-I _ 12 -@ 13
3 14 IP 13
-15 IA -IO 13
3 16 l_ 15
-17 16 -ll 13
3 18 16 17
6 -lq 18 -l? 13
-FO lq -I? 13
a -_I 20 -12 13
a -7 4 8 -13
-8 4 7 -13
4 -9 _ -7 -13
6 -I0 a -8 -13
II 7 8 9-I_I I0
6 -l? II q 13
-13 12 9 13
4 -l_ l_ lO 13
3 16 14 l_ i
-17 ]6 II 13
27 16 17
t -93 _2 17 13
-24 23 I? 13
6 -?_ 24 I_ 13
6 -I0 2 _0 0
? l_] lO
4 l_ l 1-121
THF FINAL STRUCTURE I_ DEFINED A_ FOLLOW_
1 3 18 2 ?E
3 F 4 23
3 3 5 lq
_ 6 2a
3 _ 7 _0
6 8 2_
3 7 8 _I
(b)HCARDand ICARDdatausedbyVIF'ASA
Figure 39.- Concluded.
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